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PREFACE 

The treatment of social problems demands that they 

be subjected to scientific analysis. This means that the 

facts of any social situation must be the primary basis up

on which to work out its solution. The following ~hesis IS 

an effort to set forth the actual housing conditions as 

they exist in Columbia, Hissouri. 

The writer wishes to express grateful acknowledg

ment to Dr. C. C. Taylor of the department of 30ciology, 

"Cni versi t'tT of 11i ssouri, for cis generous assistance as ad-
. ~ . 

visor in the preparation of this thesis. Acknowledgment is 

also due to the members of the class in Methods of Social 

Research in 1918 for assistance in gathering data. 

Columbia, Missouri, 

March :31, 1919. 

A. F. Larson 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

Columbia, Missouri, is a oity of 12,500 inhabitants. 

Its topography may be desoribed as hilly, or very rOlling. 

The life of the oity is organized mainly around the educa

tional interests, for here is looated the University of 

!~i ssonri, Christian College (for women), Stephens College 

(for women), Mi ssouri Bible College, and a preparatory 

school for boys. The dominanoe of this eduoational inter

est makes Columbia prinoipally a residential cOL~nity. 

The only industry of somewhate large proportions is the Ham

ilton Brown and Company's Shoe faotory, 109ated in the 

north part of the oi ty. Struoturally, this factory is so 

oompaot that it pennits us to oall Columbia, not a factory 

city, but a city of schools and of homes. 

The writer has learned from much travel over the 

state that Columbia has a reputation of being quite an ideal 

City. The citizens of Columbia, themselves, feel very ~oh 

that way about it, and, as in many oities of its size and 

kind, there is a sense of pride in Columbia. It is quite 

COIllJll0n for oi ti es to adopt some sort of a slogan which rep

resents local pride. ":ihat's the l!atter with Our City", is 

what many cities like Columbia hold out to the outsiders, 

the inferenoe usually being, "There's Nothing the Hatter with 
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Our Ci ty. tt More than one ci ty has held this uncritical re

gard for itself until an incisive examination of social 

conditions has revealed that the snug belief in its decency 

was somewhat unfounded. A social survey of Springfield, 

Illinois in 1914 and Topeka, Kansas in the same year are 

illustrations of how cities are sometimes awakened to hith

erto unrealized conditions existing in their midst, and 

which call' for humiliation rather than pride. 

The following thesis is an investigation into one 

phase of the social life of Columbia, -- the condi tions , 

of housing. The problem of the investigation is whether 

the people of Columbia are properly housed. A house to 

house survey was made in typical sections of the city for 

the purpose of getting the facts. If we shall discover 

that conditions are not satisfactory, we shall ask the 

question, why? Also, we shall seek to know what can be done 

to make conditions better, and what limits must be recognized 

in the possibilities of improving the housing situation, for 

there is much difference in advocating an Utopia and advo

eating something reasonably possible. 

The methods used in our investigation are those well 

known to social surveyors. The social survey is a scienti

fic method of getting at a social situation. Its basis is 

strictly upon social facts. By tabulating and classifying 

these facts it is possible to reduce the general situation 

to such tenrlS as will express themselves in some sort of def-
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inite measurements. To say that so many families in a city 

have well ventilated indoor lavatories and so many others 

are compelled to endure unscreened out of door privies, is 

to reduce the material factors of a social situation to a 

quantitative analysis. 

The complete social survey may be called a scienti

fic diagnosis of the community, for it is an appeal to the 

facts. The whole process may be described as follows: first, 

the discovery of the facts; second, the classification of 

the facts; third, the interpretation of the facts. Such a 

scientific technique as thus described, so specifies the 

conditions, and presents them with such an approximation of 

accuracy, that a fairly exact knowledge of social conditions 

can be obtained. ~ether or not society or any given com

munity is to be rated high or low in terms of human welfare, 

or whether social institutions are approaching one hundred 

per cent. in tteir efficiency is by the social survey taken 

out of the realm of mere speculation or guess, as well as 

uncritical prejudice~ and the whole question is subjected 

to a scientific analysis. 

The social survey method was used in deternlining the 

housing conditions of Columbia. In such an investigation 

one of two things is necessary. Either the investigation 

must discover all the facts of a certain class, or else 

find typical facts. In St. Paul a survey of housing condi-
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tions was made under the direction of Mr. Carol Aronovici, 

and an examination of his work as published shows that only 

typical sections of the oi ty were chosen for investigation. l 

The published reports of a housing survey in Chicago indi

cate that typical Polish sections, negro sections, etc., 

were covered in the search for facts. 

The sections which were selected in Columbia for 

this survey are described as follows: 

Section I follow~ the west side of the Wabash tracks 

from Wilkes Boulevard to the iiabash station~ The boundary . 
line ~~om this point follows the east side of Christian 

College Avenue, then turns eastward on Rogers Street, after 

which it runs northward to J ilkes Boulevard. There were 

two groups classified in this section, viz., white and ne

gro families. In this thesis they will be identified always 

as Section Ia for the negroes, and 3ection Ib for the 

white people. The latter are mostly of the professional 

and business class living on Christian College Avenue and 

Rogers street. 

Section II forms a rectangle bounded by 11ore's Boulevard, 

Tandy Avenue, ~7ilkes Boulevard and Fay Street. It lies im

medi ately east of the shoe factory, and is composed mostly 

1 _ Aronovici Carol, Housing Condi tions in.-St. Paul 
Housing Connnission of the St. Paul ARsociati on, 19rs. 
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of working people. The families in this section are of 

white people entirely. 

Section III will always be referred to in this thesis 

as the west negro section. It lies between ~alnut street 

and Ash Street, extending east and west from First street 

to Seventh Street. There is a northward projection from 

this rectangle lying between Third and Fourth Streets, and 

extending to Park Avenue. It is composed of negro families. 

Section IV is a district composed of mixed residence 

and business features. It lies between Broadway and Cher

ry Street from Fifth Street to Hitt Street. The families 

in this section are of white people, who belong to the 

business and professional class mostly. 

Section V, the University section, contains the area ly

ing between Ninth 3treet and Hitt 3treet, and extending 

north and south between Elm street and Lowry 3treet. Added 

to this is the gro~p of houses lying on the south side of 

Rosemary Lane. 

There were three schedules made out for each house. 

Schedule I was for the purpose of describing the general 

conditions of the house as one would see it from the outside. 

Besides this, the immediate surrOlmdings as they were related 

to the house in question were noted upon this schedule, -

condition of the street, sidewalk, fire protection, etc. 

Upon Schedule II the investigators recorded the data fur 

the interior conditions of housing, such as the number and 
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use of rooms, heating, lighting, ventilation, plumbing, 

occupants, etc. 

Schedule III was filled out to show the conditions of 

yards, outhouses, water-supply, wells, sewage, garbage, live

stock, etc., as well as the amount of rent paid by the ten

ant. 

After the facts were gathered they were tabulated 

for each section. As is the case of any survey, there were 

inaccuracies in sone of the returns. Where they did occur 

they were so obvious that it was easily possible to make 

allowance for them in the tabulations. Fortunately, the 

most outstanding inaccuracies were in connection wi th the 

less important data. 

Having tabulated the data, it was then classified 

according to sections, race groups ,etc., and the conclu

sions, or interpretations, were made from. them. Use has 

been made of phootographs as a means of illustrating .ty

pical conditions. A number of photographs were taken of 

houses, privies, alleys, surroundings, etc. They are to 

be found in their appropriate places in the thesis. 
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r---- --HOUSING SURVEY 

I 
SCtl&PUL! 1- ApPROACH TO HOUSE'~ 

I St. & No ............................................ . Name of resident .............................................................. . 

A THE HOUSE: Wood, stone, brick, shack No. storeys .. : ..................... Porch-G.F.B. Back 
porch-G.F.B. Chimney-G.F.B. Spouting-G.F.B. Rool-G.F.B. Paint-G.F.B. Fire 
escape..................... Yard sidewalk-G.F.B. . 

B STREET: Paved, surfaced, dirt. Electric .ervice .................. Telephone service .................... ' 
Distance to fire plug ........................ Street sidewalk-G.F.B. 

C LOCATION: Face street.. ................ Alley ............ _ ....... Above or below street level. Water 
drain toward or away from house ...................... .. 

. - ' :' :', 

L - --___ ~~_~_.~ __ ~ ______ .• ..J 

~r_-------------------------.---------------_~ 

HOUSING SURVEY SCHEDULE H··INSIDE THE HOUSE 

A ROOMS; No ...................... List rooms by use ......... : ........................ ~ ............................................ .. 

! 
........... .... ....................................................................................... ..................... What rooms can't 
be reached. without going thru bedroom ........................................................... Use other tban 

_ sleeping to which bedrooms are put....................................... Beds per room .............. _ ........ .. 
Kitchen and Din. room separate ............. : .... Conditions of floors ............ _ .... Wall's papared, 
painted, neither. Do~s water enter thru rooL ...................... Ft:om surface .......................... .. 

B HEATING. LIGHTING. VENTILATION: No. rooms heafed ..................... Furnace, stove, grate. 
Condition of flue .................. Cracks around Qoors .................. windows ..... _. __ ............ pane. 

. N " 'h'd ' i. U · · Famil I mIssing.................. o. rooms wIt out Win ows .... :................ sc..................... y seep 
with windows op -: n ..................... Any open now .... : ................ Light: gas. electricity, oil. Is 
house dark now .. ................... Cross ventilation ...................... Have a telephone ...................... .. 

C PLUMBING; No. of sinks: ....... .......... bath tubs ..................... indoor lavatories. Water flush-
G.B. Lavatory ventIlated-G.F.B. Connected with city sewer, cess pool. Plumbing leak 
.... ........... where ....................... ................. .. 

D BASEMENT; Earth, brick, stone, cement. Damp, wet, dry. Duts overflow enter ............. .. 
No. windows ..................... Used for storage, fuel, lIving room, sleeping room_ ............. _ .. .. 

E OCCUPANTS; No. families .................. dwellers .................. lodgers .................. Children under 
12..... .......... Over 12............ Family income.................. Years lived here ......... _ ....... Expect 

i to live here next 'year ............... Why .......................................................................................... _. 

L 

P L A. T E II 
Schedules I and II 
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HOUSING SURVEY 

r 
SCHEDULE III--OUTSIDE THE HOUSE 

A YARD: Size of lot .................. . Percent covered by buildin~s .................. Low, grassy, bare, 

littered up ................. . 

B OUTHOUSES: Stable..... .. .... ....... Distance from house.................. Privy .................. Distance 

from house .. ......... ....... connected with sewer .................. fulL ... ; ........... screened ................. . 

water tight box .. ................ windows ... .. ............. how often cleaned ......... ................................ . 

C WATER SUPPLY: City water ............. .. Indoor hydrant ................. . Outdoor hydrant .............. . 

U sed by how many famil ies ......... ........ . WelL .. .... ...... Distance from house ........ ......... . from 

barn .. ...... ...... .... from privy ..... ............. Does water drain into it ............... walls tight ... ............ . 

how covered ........ .......... ...... condition of cover--G.F.B . Cistern .................. filter .. ...... ......... . 

leaky ................. . 

o 'SEWAGE: Sewer line in street .... ................. house attached .. .............. ..... trapped ......... ........... . 

E ~LUDGE : How kept ..... ...... ....... ,.. how disposed of..................... how often ........... ....... ....... ... . 

F GARBAGE: How kept .. .. .. : ........... how dispused of.. ................ ... how often .. .......... .... ... ......... . 

G RUBI~H: Wh ;:re are · tin cans. etc. placed ............ ..... ~ ........ ........ ....... ... ........ .. 'Vhere are ashes 

kept .. ..... ....... ... ....... ................ ..... .. how disposed of .. .............. .............. l\Janure pile ................ . . 

how disposed of ........ .......... .. .......... ... ........ .... how often ........ ......... ................ .. ... .... ..... ................ .. 

H ANIMALS: Horses, cows, pigs, chickens Where kept ....... ..... ... .... .......... .. ..... .......................... . 

l. I ~e:~;~;f;_ne:._~f~~:~~ : - ---_ - V .1: $______ ~-.x_ .:"'_m_en_~$~--:--~=--~- ____ ~ 

P L ATE II (Cont'd) 

Schedule III 

. \ 

i 
I 



CHAPTER II 

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF GOOD HOUSING 

Before taking up the specific problem of the hous

ing conditions in Columbia, it is well to devote a chap

ter to setting forth the general conditions of good hous

ing. Setting out to do this is to assert that there is a 

standard of requirements by which to measure the facts 

gathered in making a housing survey of any city or coimnuni

ty. 

There can be no doubt that the environment is a tre

mendously powerful factor in human welfare. If it were not, 

the housing problem would not, nor should not, engage our 

attention; for the question of housing is an environnental 

problem. That is to say that the character of a group in 

terms of welfare, social efficiency, happiness, and other 

criteria of human values is largely determined by the type 

and quality of housing conditions. Hence the importance 

of a housing survey is manifest. 

rr.hat has been said up to this point has been to em

phasize that the question of 'housing is a human problem -_ 

not merely one of mere academic interest; and that means 

that it involves real hmnan values. In other words we de

sire satisfactory conditions of housing in our city, because 

human beings have ~ ri~ht to live in houses measuring up to . 

approved and scientific standards. It is even more than the 
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question of the rights of a given group as compared with 

another; it is the question of the social welfare of the en

ti re communi ty group. This has been found particularly 

true from the standpoint of sanitation. An unsanitary sec

tion of a city is like a cancer on the human body -- the 

whole body is affected. 

There are certain approved standards of living as 

regards housing conditions. There is no absolute standard 

accepted in every detai 1, but there is an approximate stan

dard which holds good throughout the country. Quantitative 

measurements in terms of feet or per cent. vary in differ

ent places, but a fairly uniform set of re~lirements is 

discovered in examining the various housing codes of the 

cities of the United States. 

In the following paragraphs of this chapter there is 

set forth the general requirements which, taken together, 

may be pronounced as constituting good h~using conditions. 

1 The Proper Amount of Space 

One of the gross evils of city life has been the 

fact of crowding, especially among the working classes. In 

New York City in 1900 according to Jacob Riis over one half 

of the city's population was crowded into forty thousand 

tenements. 2 Lawrence Veiller says that, "in one small por-

. 2 - Riis, Jacob A., .A fin~' ~t p.33; Houghton, 
MIfflin and Co., New Yo~,~~ 
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ti on of L!anhattan Island, the di strict south of Fourteenth 

Street and east of Broadway, dwell over 500,000 human beings, 

a population in itself greater than the entire population r) 

of any other American city except Chicago, Philadelphia, st. 

Louis, Boston, and Baltimore~,,3 In 1880 the average number 

of persons to each dwelling was 16.37; in 1890 the number 

had arisen to 18.52; in 1900 the average (in the old city) 

had mounted to 20.4. 4 In 1900 the police of New York 

counted 4,254 persons living in a block lying between Six

ty-first and Sixty-second streets, and Tenth and Eleventh 

avenues. This means that there were 1,158 persons to the 

acre. 5 

The housine of so many th ousands in such small space 

is a condition in our cities which gives serious concern to 

those who are working to increase human welfare. People 

cannot live properly, socially or morally, under crowded 

conditions. Thus the question of living-space is important. 

In considering the matter we may look at it from two an

gles -- indoors and out-of-doors. This means that there 

may be too many persons per room in any given house or apart-

3 - Veiller, Lawrence Housin~ ~qxm, p.ll, Charities 

Publication Co~~ittee, 19iO.~ lU~+h +h'" ~,.,- 81 
4 - Riis, Jacob A., The. . J!u..u ~~, p. , . 

The UacMillan COe,z,)Iew Ym, . 
5 - Ibid, p. ~. 
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ment, or there may be too many persons per given area. The 

ratio of the size of a house to the lot upon which it stands 

is a very important item of consideration in larger cities. 

Where there are too many persons per room in dwellings it 

is called by so ci al surveyors, overcrowding. iThere houses 

crowd in upon each other, it is called concestion. 

Specifically, the question of congestion and over

crowding involves in quantitative tenas the cubic space of 

living quarters, the per cent. of lot occupied by the dwell

ing, and also neighborhood recreation facilities. 

2 Privacy 

The question of privacy must be considered in any 

housing survey. That every family is entitled to facilities 

for privacy is discernable to those who appreciate the mo

ral and social significance of such a matter. An investiga

tion into conditions as to privacy in houses will involve 

the discovery of facts as to the number and arrange~ent of 

rooms in a house, especially bedrooms, and also the manner 

of access to rooms, so that the house could be arranged for 

private use of individuals according to age, sex, etc. 

3 Lighting, Ventilation, Heating. 

Sanitary conditions cannot be maintained without a 

proper amount of sunlight and pure air. Hence, it becomes 

important in an investigation of housing conditions to de

termine whether or not the houses of the inhabitants are 

provided with the means to admit these two necessary ele-

, 
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ments of healthful living. The fight against tuberculosis 

in the city slum has been successful largely through such 

structural improvement in tenements as to permit the en

joyment of sunshine and pure air by the tenants. Neither 

Can a house be fi t for occupancy which is not properly 

heated. In Our investigation we shall seek to discover to 

what extent houses are so heated. 

4 Water Supply 

Every family should have easy access to a plentiful 

Supply of wholesome pure water. It has been demonstrated 
• 

that most surface-water wells are contaminated in sane way, 

or are potentially a source of great danger to the commu

nity. The presence of privy-vaults and manure piles is a 

constant menace °to the public health because of the fact 

that surface wells receive cont&~ination so easily from 

these sources. Not only Should the water be pure and whole

some, but it should be conveniently obtained to insure a 

plentiful use of it. The specific requirement, to be most 

ideal, is an indoor hydrant furnishing wholesome water from 

an uncontaminated source. One of the grievous short-comings 

of many cities is the fact that, although there is an effi

Cient system of water works, a large per cent. of the popu

lation -- mostly the p~or -- are deprived of its benefits, 

and thereby must resort to surface wells. 

5 Sanitary Conveniences 

Under this heading may be placed such items as bath-
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ing facilities, indoor toilets, and sinks. A bath tub makes 

it easy to bathe -- a wash tub or a candy pail is hardly a 

good standing invitation to enjoy a bath. It is asserted by 

many that if the poor were provided with bath tubs, they 

would use them for the storing of coal. Lawrence Villler, 

an expert of long experience in housing investigati ons, makes 

a refutation of this hackneyed assertion. He says, "No 

story, I imagine, has been repeated more often, and none has 

less basis of fact -- a hasty generalization from a single 

instance. ,,6 

The indoor flushing closet stands out in glaring con

trast to the average dingy, vile, and dangerous privy. The 

latter has been found to contaminate wells and to be a 

source of dangerous diseases through the presence of flies 

that carry germs from the privies. 

There should also be at least one sink to provide 

for the deposi t of waste water from the ki tchen, instead a: 
di sposing of it in pai Is or throwi ng it upon the ground in 

the backyard. 

6'3ewage Connections 

The matter of sanitary conveniences involves the 

question of sewage. To provide for the proper operation of 

sinks, baths and toilets it is necessary that these should 

6 - Veiller, Lawrence, liousine Reform, p. 17 
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be connected with the sewer system. As a matter of fact, we 

can say nothing less than that every family in a city should 

have the sanitary conveniences previously mentioned, and 

should have them connected wi th a ci ty sewer pipe. As in 

the case of city water, we find In many cities that certain 

sections are not provided with .sewer facilities. Even leav

ing out the matter of sanitary conveniences, such a state of 

things leaves illany parts of a city poorly drained, and there

by dirty and unheal thful. Open sewers are often tolerated 

but they are very dangerous • 
. , 

7 Garbage, Sludge, Rubbish. 

There should be in every city the provIsIon for prop

erly disposing of garbage, .sludge and rubbish. They should 

be deposited in such a way as to comply with the require

ments of sanitation and orderliness. Then there should be 

means provided for the gathering of these at frequent and 

regul~r intervals for final disposal. The city may do this 

latter 'through its own aruninistration, or it may license 

persons to do it as a private pusiness under strict, offi

cial surveillance. 

S Fire Protection 

Buildings should be so constructed that they will 

not be a continual menace for fi re. So it is required 

that houses be constructed with reasonable safe-guards a

gainst fire. jhere there are many tenants in a building 

adequate fire escapes should be provided, and they should be 
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easily and quickly accessible. Not only that, but the city 

should see that every house within its limits is within 

reach of a fire plug. 

9 Freedom from Nuisances 

People cannot live comfortably or ideally in the prox

imi ty of di rt. Junk heaps and rubbish furnish poor surround

ings. Streets and alleys should be cared for, and be kept 

orderly. People should not be obliged to dwell in the midst 

of excessive noise. Stenches, such as odors from manure 

piles, hog pens, and open sewers should not be tolerated. , 

Neither should persons be compelled to live where factory 

fumes contaminate the air • . 

10 General Repairs 

The owner of a dwelling occupied by a~other should 

keep the premises in good repair. Paper, paint, plumbing, 

roof, chimney, windows, doors, porches, etc., should be 

properly kept up_ 

11 Housing Code 

The last thing in this chapter to be mentioned is 

the matter of such official regulation on the part of a 

city as affects t~e general conditions of housing mentioned 

above. A city corporation shoula control the constnlction 

and equipping of dwellings, and Should provide sanitary re

gulations of various sorts by statute or otherwise. To be 

effective, such regulation requiree that there shall be in

spection by competent officials and machinery to enfore the 

municipal regulations. 



C HAP T E R I I I 

THE PROPER AMOUNT OF SPACE 

In this chapter we shall seek to find if the prob

lem of crowding exists in Columbia. The problem is ap

proached from two angles. First, are people crowded upon 

the ground space? An answer to this involves a considera

tion of the matter of yard space, or the percentage of the 

area of a lot occupied by the dwelling. Second, are the 

conditions such that families do not have sufficient room 

in their dwellings to efficiently carryon the varied func

tions of the household? In the previous chapter attention 

was called to the crowding together of persons in the large 

cities. It has been found to be impossible to live a soci

ally wholesome and efficient life unless there is ·a certain 

amount of open space in proximity to dwellings. ~ere so 

many persons are crowded into dwellings so as to prevent the 
~ 

normal carrying-on of the functions of the household, social 

conditions are always found to be bad. 

Lot Space Occupied by Buildings 

Before taking up the first problem of this chapter, 

that of the crowding of buildings upon the lots, it is neces

sary to decide upon some standard by which to measure the 

data of our investigation. This is possible by turning to 

some one who is of expert authority in the field of the so-
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cial survey, and whose standards are more or less recognized 

because of. his wi de experience in investigations of, this type. 

I~r. Lawrence Veiller, who has directed many surveys under 

the direction of the Russell Sage Foundation, sets the fol

lowing standard as the maximum percentage of any lot to be 

covered by a bJIilding: "No tenement house hereafter erected 

shall occupy more than eif,hty percentum of a corner lot, nor 

more than sixty percentum of any other 10t.,,7 Keeping in 

mind that this extra.ct from a model housing law has specific 

reference to the tenement house problem of a large city, we 

shall see how conditions in Columbia compare with it. 

In order to determine the question for each house in

vestigated, the percent. of the lot space occupied by the 

building was found. In table I the average ~nount of the 

lot space occupied .by buildings is shown for each section of 

the city investigated, and for all the sections as a whole. 

Table I 

Lot space covered by buildings 

Section I a ne.crroes •......•..• 24.2 ~ 
" Ib · :L. Q";'t 32.5 • Wr~ 1 e s . • • • • • • • • • • • 
n I I whi tes near shoe factory. 9.4 " 
It III negroes.......... 42.9 " 
" IV residence and business . ... 32.0 :1 

n V Uni versi ty . ..••. 39.0 II 

All sect ions. . . . • . . . . . • 30.6 " 

7 - Veiller, Lawrence, J. Model Tenement Eouse Law, p.23. 
Chari ti es Publication Corm!li ttee, New York 1910. 
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In getting the averages shown in Table I, we have con-

sidered the family as the unit by which to measure. Among 

tte negroes of the section west of the ITabash tracks (Sec

tion I) , according to Table I it appears that each family 

enjoys an average of 78.8% 9f the lot given over to a yard. 

Among the whites of this section the yard space is 67.5% of 

the entire lot space; while for the whites near the shee 

factory (Section II) the average yard space is 90.6%. For 

the west negro section (Section III) the average yard space 

is 57.1%: and for the mixe~ residence and business section 

(Section IV) it is 65%. According to the t (",ble tte people in 

the Unive~si ty section (Section V) avaiL - themselves of 

69.1% of yard space. 

The great variation in the amount of yard space in 

the section opposite the shoe factory is due to the fact i 

that the lots faci~g upon Fay and Tandy streets are very deep. 

The cottages in this section are mostly of medium size, to 

accomodate working people of moderate wages. On the contrary 

the houses of the whites in Section I are much larger than 

those of the whites in Section II. The most of them among 

the whites in Section I are the residences on Christian Col

lege Avenue and Rogers Street, where tl:.e houses may be said 

to be of considerably more than medium size -- so~e of them 

are large. 
The people living in the west negro section (Section 

III) have the least average yard space of all the sections 
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tabulated. The average 'is 57.1%, and it is determined part

ly by returns on three tenements each occupying 75~0 of the 

lot, thus leaving but 25% of yard space in these instances. 

1110st of the houses are small, as they are among the negroes 

of Section I, and are set close together, in many cases, up

on small lots. 

In the mixed residence and business section (Section 

IV) some of the homes are in business blocks; and this fac

tor makes the average yard space less than were this factor 

absent. The remainder of the homes in this section are 

dwellings of both small ahd large type. 

Although the University section (Section V) contains 

many large dwellings used for fraternity and sorority houses 

besides the Dumas Apartment house which occupies 66 2/3 % 
of the lot, and the two flats known as the Maryland and the 

Rosalind, each taking up 46~ of the lots, the average yard 

space of 61.1% shows that the yards -- mostly lawns -- are 

qui te spaci ous. 

Table II 

Average percent. yard space 

Section I a ne&TOeS . . . . • • • • . . . • 78.8~% 
" I b b Y t . • 67. " W ... 1 es . . . . • • • . . • 
" I I whi t es near shoe fac to ry . . 90 .. 6" 
" III neGroes •...•..•.••. 57.1" 
" IV residence & business ..••.• 65.0" 
'f V Vniversity....... . • 69.1" 

All sections . ' . • •. . • • • • • . . • • • • 69.4" 

. The average per cent. of yard space per home for each 

section and for the whole area is shown in Table II. 
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The foregoing data present a comparison of the vari

ous .sections investigated in terms of average per cent, the 

degree to which the buildings accupy ·the lots upon which they 

stand. We observe in Table I that no section has an aver

age per cent. exceeding the maxi~lm standard of 60%, which 

we have accepted. 

From this we conclude that the crowding of buildings 

upon lots is not a serious problem in Columbia as far as pre

sent conditions are concerned. However, there are a few 

places that exceed the standard set by Mr. V~i iler's model 

housing code. In the west negro section (Section III) there 

were reported seventeen places where buildings occupy more 

than 60~ ~ if the lot space. No corner buildi ng was reported 

as exceeding the 80% limit. There are four families in this 

section who live in houses Which cover lO~b of the lot space; 

eleven families in houses covering 75% of the lot space; and 

two families where 60% of the lot space is occupied by houses. 

Plate III--Group of houses on Park 3treet near ~.abash Rail
road show ing crowding upon the lot. 
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In the section west of the 7iabash tracks (Section I) 

one house was found to occupy 6q% of the lot; two occupy , 

each 80% of the lot space; and two occupy , in each case I 

70% of the lot space. This entire group is located on Park 

Avenue near the point where the 'tVabash Railroad crosses the 

street. Among the whites of this section two houses were 

found which cover 80% of their respective lots, and one cov

ers 90% of the lot. These houses are one and two story 

houses of a good type located on Rogers 3treet opposite the 

Christian College campus. 

Plate IV-Group of houses on Ash Street 
showing crowding upon the lot. 

As for the remaining secti ons, there was only one 

place recorded as exceeding the maximum standard. One build

ing in the mixed residence and business section (Section IV) 

Was reported as taking up 75% of the lot. 

Although we have asserted that the data justify us ln 
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concluding that at present the crowding of buildings upon 

lots is not a serious problem in Columbia, there is a po- . 

tential evil in the tendency to allow buildings to occupy 

more than the standard maxinrum of lot space . . This is in the 

possible growth of Columbia into a larger city when land 

values will be high, thus causing tenements to be crowded 

upon one another. The fact that 20% of the houses investi

gated in the west neGro section exceed the maximlm of 60% 

of " lot space are mainly one story houses or tenements, and 

more or less isolated, does not indicate a serious condi

tion of crowding, but it points out a tendency to evil in 

view of the possible growth of tl1e city to a point where 

tenements would be a very decided feature of housing. 

Crowding in Houses 

Our second problem is to find whether there is in 

Columbia any serious abnormal conditions with respect to 

crowding wi thin the houses. ':7e shall again be obliged to 

accept some standard by which to measure. The director of 

the Bureau of Standards of New York City says, "A family 

of five people needs at least four rooms to meet the de

mands of decency. Three rooms for more than four persons 

causes overcrowding. Four rooms, on the other hand, for 

five persons is slightly above the accepted standard of one 

and one half persons to a room.,,8 R. C. Chapin, who is well 

8 - Report,Bureau of Standards of N. Y. for 1915. 
M. P. Brown PrltJ.t ing and Binding Co., N. Y. ,i915. 
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known as a social investiG'!ltor says, "To m~ke allowance for 

variations in the number of persons using the family apart-

ment, a standard of 1 1/2 persons to a room has been "applied. ,,9 

The reference is from a survey to determine the standard of j'("~, " 

living in New York City. 

These standards used to judge conditions in large 

cities can with: all fairness be adopted in our survey of 

housine conditions in Columbia. In order to determine the 

question of indoor crowding for each section and for the 

whole area under consideration, the total number of rooms in 
• 

eech section was found, and this number was· divided by the 

number of inhabitants living in these rooms. In the section 

lying west of the Wabash Railroad (Section I) the aggregate 

number of rooms for the 57 negro houses reported for this 

item is 190, making the average 3.3 rooms per house. " The " 

total number of occupants in these houses is 239 reported 

for 61 negro homes, including the 57 mentioned above, making 

an average of 3.9 persons per house. The total number of 

rooms among the white people of this section is 163 for 26 

houses reported, making an average of 6.2 rooms per house. 

Among this group there was found an aggregate of 93 occupants. 

The average number of persons per house is 3.5. 

The group of whites opposite the shoe factory (Sec-

9 - Chapin R. C., The IDandard of Li vini in ¥OO 1Q.rk 
~, P 80, Cha~ities Publication Committee, .Y. 1 9. 
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tion II) show a total of 82 rooms for 17 houses reported, 

making an average of 4.8 rooms per house. The total number 

of occupants in these 17 houses was 73, 8'ivine an average 

of 4.2 persons per house. The west negro section (Section 

III) gives us an aggregate of 244 rooms for 82 homes re

ported, making an average of 2.9 rooms per house or apart

ment. There is an aggregate in this group of 188 occupants, 

so that the average number of persons per house or apart

ment is 3.1. 10 In the mixed residence and b~siness section 

(Section IV) there is a total of 82 rooms for 14 places re-
• 

ported. The average number of rooms per place is, there-

fore, 5.8. The total number of occupants is 61, making an 

average of 4.3 persons per home. For the Universi ty sec-

tion (Section V) there was reported 76 places having a total 

of 196 rooms -- an average of 8.5 rooms to each house or 

apartment. This section has 327 occupants reported for 59 

homes. This would show an average of four perso!ls per home In 

this section. 

Taking the whole area of investigation we find a to

tal of 957 rooms ~n 272 homes, which makes an average num

ber of 3.5 rooms for each home reported in our schedules 

for this item. In all there are 237 homes reported as to 

the number of occupants, giving a total of 981. The average 

number of persons per house or apartment accordingly is 4.1. 

10 - Only 60 ~laces sho~ rel~able f~gures for tne number 
of occupants in each house In thlS sectIon. 
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From the figures given above it is now possible for 

us to detenuine in each section and for the whole area under 

consideration the number of persons per room. The finding 

of the number of persons per ,room in a house or apartment is 

one way of arriving at the problem of overcrowding. In each 

qase, dividing the number of persons by the number of rooms 

gives us the desired ratio. By this process we see that the 

average nlunber of persons'per room for the negroes of the 

section lying west of the jabash (Section I) is 1.1 The ' 

whites of this section show an average of .5 person per 
• 

room. For the whites near the shoe factory (Section II) the 

average is .8 person per room. In the west negro district 

~ection III) the average is one person per room. In the 

mixed residence end business section (Section IV) the aver

age is .7 person per room. The average In the University 

sec.tion (Section n is .4 person per roor.t. For the whole 

area investigated we find there is an average of on~ person 

per room, allowing for a slight fraction above this figure 

too small for consideration. 

In Table III are given the average for each section 

and for the whole area, as to the number of rooms per home, 

the number of persons per home, and the munber of persons 

per room. The chief significance of the table is in the 

variation indicated for the two negro groups, where the av

eraee person per room for both groups combined IS a ,slight 

fraction over' on.e. The nearest approach to this figure is 
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among" the working people opposi te the shoe factory (Sec

tion II) where the average is .8 person per room. The con

trast between the averages shovm for the Unive!sity sec-

tion and for the west ne~o section can be further visualized 

from the fact that in the former there is 2 1/2 rooms to 

every person, while in the latter there is only one room 

per person. 

Table III 

Av.No.Rooms A ~T "" 'P v wo.~ ersons Av.No.Persons " to per home per home ,)ec Ion per room 
I a negroes g.3 3.9 1.1 
I b whIte .2 3.5 .5 

II 4.8 4.2 .8 
III negroes 2.9 3.1 1.0 

IV 5.8 4.3 .7 
V 8.5 4.0 .4 

',Thole Area 4.1 3.5 1.0 

By comparing the data with the maxinum standard of 

1 1/2 persons rer room, the schedules show that among the 

negroes of the section west of the Wabash (Section I) that 

there are 16 homes which violate the standard. TheTe are 

eight houses where the rate reached two persons per room, and 

four places where the rate goes up to2 1/4 to 2 1/3 persons 

per room. Among the white people of Section I only one home 

Violates Chapin's standard. The rate for this house is 2 1/4 

persons per room. 

No home among the whites opposite the shoe factory 

~ection II) violates the standard. Twelve homes are abnormal 

according to the standard in the west negro section (Section 
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III). Of these four homes have two persons per room; four 

have 2 1/3 to 2 1/2 persons per room; and four have three per

sons per room. Neither in the mixed residence_ and business 

seotion (Section I~), nor in the UniverRity ~ection (Section -

V) are there any homes which violate the standard we have 

accepted. 

If we judge the whole situation by this standard 

of 1 1/2 persons per room asa maximum, we find that among 

the negToes of Section I there is crowding in 28% of the 
. ~ . 

homes. The per cent. is re.duced to :3.~ for the whites of 

this section. In- the west negro section (Section III) 

where 82 homes were reported for this item there is crowd

ing in 14.6% of the homes. Among the remaining groups, 

which are composed entirely of white people there is no 

crowding according to the above mentioned standard. 

The chief significance of the figures is that, ac

cording to the above standard, the white population is 

practically free from crowding While among the negroes 

13.6% of the families are living in homes which are crowded. _ 

By means of the test accepted as the standard of 

the Hew York Bureau of Standards, viz., at least four rooms 

for a family of five, the following results are found. 

Among the negroes of the section west of the Wabash (Sec

tion I) there are 8 families of five or more persons who 

have only three rooms. Six families among this group have 

each five members one-has six members and another has sev-- - , 
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en members. Among the whites of this section no family of 

five or more was reported to have less than four rooms. In 

Section II (the whites near the shoe factory) no such case 

appears on the schedules. Tuining to the west negro section 

(Section III) the returns ·show that there are nine families 

of five or more persons who live in houses or apartments hav

ing less than four r:.ooms. Of those living in three rooms there 

are two families having six members, two families having sev

en members, and one family having nine persons. Of families 

of over five persons havin& only two rooms at their disposal 

there are four in this section. Two of the families have 

five members; one has six and another has seven. In the mixed 

residence and business section (Section IV) and in the Uni

Versity section (Section V) no schedule shows any ·familY of . 
five or more having less than four rooms. 

According to the latter standard with which we have 

compared our-data, the case is not" so favorable. ile have 

Seen that 17 families in the two negro groups live in homes 

which violate the minimum of ·four rooms to a family of five 

persons. That means that there is crowding in 12% of the ne

gro houses investigated. The ratio for the entire area of 

Our survey is 6.2% of homes which are abnormal according 

to this standard. · 

In addition to the data given above, an examination 

of the sche clules reveal that among the negrres of Section I 

there are twelve families living in houses of two rooms, 
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and in Section III 27 families live in houses or apartments of 

two rooms each, making a total of 39 families livi'ng under 

such restrictions. In other words 27.8% of the negro fami

lies investigated live in two room houses or apartments. 

Crowding in Bedrooms 

7e can see by the foregoing data t~e extent to 

which crowding exists in Columbia. It is desirable to 

know in what ways this, shows itself in other forms. One 

of the questions upon the schedules was to find the number 

of beds per bed room as an indication of one form of crowd-. 
ing. The results were as follows. 

In the district lying west of the ~abash Railroad 

(Section I) among the negroes there. were 61 places reported 

for this qqestion. In 11 families or 18.1% of the total 

. there are two beds pe r bed room, and in four houses, or 6.5% 

there are one and one half beds .per bed roo~. As for the 

whites in this section, out of 23 homes reported six fami

lies or ~6% of the total have two beds per bed room. These 

are found among the poorer classes of whites in this group. 

One. place was reported as havin6 the ratio of one and one 
. . 

half beds per bed room, 'or 4.3% of the total n~ber. 

Turning to the whites near the shoe factory (Sec

tion II) out of 16 places there were reported three fami,

lies or 18.7% who have one and one half beds per room, one 

family who has two and one half beds per bed room, or 6.2% 

of the total number of families. Among the west negroes 
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(Section III) of 93 homes reported 13 of them'or 13.9% have 

two beds per bed room, and thirteen families or 13.9% of all 

have the rate of one and one half beds per bed room. 

In the mixed residence and business section (Section 

IV) no family has the rate of two beds per 'room, while of 

the 14 homes re,ported two of them, or 14.2%, have one and 

one half beis per room. These are among the poorer class' 

in the west end of this section.' For the University sec

tion (Section V) of 44 homes reported for this item, only 

one shows a rate of two beds per rOOID. This" is- 4.7% of 

the total number. One family, or 4.7% of all shows the 

rate of one and one half beds per bed room. 

Normally, there should be only one bed per bed room, 

and a rate as much as one and one half Qr two beds per bed 

room is abnormal and deserves consideration. According 

to this standard 24.6% of the negro houses in Section I are 

crowded in bed rooms and 17.3% of the whites in this sec

tion are thus crowded. Of the. white families near the shoe 

factory (Section II) 24".9/~ are' crowded in bed rooms. Of 

the negro families in the west negro section (Section III) 

27.8% of the families have crowded bed rooms. In the ' 

mixed residence and business section (Section Iv) l4.2~~ of 

the families are crowded, and in the University section (Sec

tion V) 9.~% of the houses ~ho~ crowded bed rooms. This 
," 

item is not so serious for Section V, as the reports are in 

many cases f!om sorority and fraternity houses having large 
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spacious bed rooms. 

Mixed Use of Rooms 

The problem of crowding also involves the question 

of the extent to which rooms are forced into uses for which 

they are not normally intended. All families should have 

sufficient room in which to properly carryon the various 

functions of the household. In connection with this survey, 
• 

and specifically in connection with the problem of indoor 

crowding, we shall seek to find out to what degree families 

are compelled to use sleeping rooms for dining rooms and 

for cooking. Further we shall find how many families are 

obliged to combine cooking and dining in one room. 

Among the negroes of the section lying west of the 

~abash tracks (Section I) the schedules show that out of 

56 houses it is necessary for 54 families to use sleeping 

rooms for what are usually called living rooms. This is 

78% of those recorded. Eight families or 14.2% are obliged 

to use roams for both cookin~ and sleeDin~. For the white 

people of this section it was found that only four families 

out of 25, or 16%, need to use sleeping rooms for living 

rooms. None of the families cook and sleep in the same room. 

The returns show that among the white people near 

the shoe factory (Section II) nine families out of 17, or 

53%, make use of sleeping rooms for living rooms. In this 

section, also, no .families cq~k and eat in the same room. 

For the west negro section (Section III) the scheuules show 
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that out of 91 families, 52 of them, or 57%, make use of ,sle_ep-

ing rooms as living rooms. II 

The mixeQ residence and business section (Section 

IV) has in it only one family that made a living room out 

of a room in which they sleep. No family in this section 

. cooks in a sleeping room. It is impossible to give statis

tically the conditions under this category for the Univer

sity section (Section V). The situation here is compli

cated by the fact that a great many of the houses reported 

are sorority and fraternity houses, of which one of the 

chief purposes is their use as dormitories. 

~ixed Kitchen and Dining Room 

The remaining item in the chapter on crowding is the 

question as to what extent families are compelled to use one 

room for both cooking and dining. Although this has been 

mentioned as of lesser importance, it is deemed of suffici

ent importance to include it in the problem of crowding. 

Normally, every family should not be obliged to use the 

kitchen permanently as a dining room. Table IV shows the 

data, which were reported upon tLe SC}lellules and is an indi

cation as to the way crowding registers itself in this form. 

The chief significance of Table IV is the fact that 

.ll-Only one fami~y was reported in 3ectio~ III.as 
cookIng and sleeping In the same room. The wrIter Qoubts 
the accuracy of the returns of this item. 
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the proportion of families among the negroes who have com

binedkitchens and dining rooms is 79.5% and 58% for the 

working class whites near the shoe factory, while for the 

remaining whites only 12.5% of the families eat in the 

kitchen. These latter are confined to the poorer class in 

Sections II and IV. 

Table IV 

Kitchen and dining room separate . % having combined 
Section Yes No kitchen & dining room 

I a ne~oes 10 
I b whItes 23 . 

II whites near factay 7. 
III west negroes 17 

IV residence and 
business 12 

V University 64 
All sections 133 

51 
3 

10 
55 

2 
.64 
185 

83 
11 
58 
76 

14 
o 

58 



CHAPTER IV 

PRIVACY 

In chapter II reference was made to the fact that 

the question of privacy enters into the problem of housing. 

If houses are so small that it is impossible to isolate 

bed rooms in such a way as to give privacy, it is quite 

certain that standards of refinement, decency, and of mo

rals cannot be maintained. 7lhere the rooms are few in a 

house occupied by a large family there is apt to be a dis

regard of the demands of lnoral refinement and decency by 

persons disrobing in the presence of others of the oppo

site sex; and by persons entering or remaining freely in 

rooms where persons of the opposite sex are in bed. Fa

miliarity with such conditions cultivates an attitude lack

ing in the sense of embarrassment which marks true moral 

refinement whether privacies of a certain kind have been 

invaded intentionally or not. This may seem to be of minor 

importance, yet it is certainly true that what we are deal

ing wi th is important enough w}:en one considers what goes 

to make up a wholesome, refined life of today. In Table V 

there is tabulated for each section of our surveyed area 

the number of places which have rooms that cannot be entered 

wi thout b'Oing through a bed room.12 

12 - Among whi te families it is a cornflon habi t to keep 
a "spare bed" in the living room. This should. be kept in 
mind in examining Table V for these rooms are included. 
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There are 55 negro families reported for this item in 

the section lying west of the Wabash Railroad (Section I). 

Hence, according to Table V, 72.7% of these families are liv

ing in houses encroaching upon the rights of privacy. The 

number of white families living in this section who have rooms 

which must be entered through a bedroom amounts to 15.3% of 

those reported. 

Table V 

Places where rooms must be en
tered through living 

rooms · 
Section 

I a ne~oes. . . · · · · · · · · · · I b whItes. . . · · · · · · II whites near shoe factori · · III negroes in west distric · · IV business section . • • . · · · · V University . · • · · · • • • · 

· · ~ · · 4 
· · 7 

2813 

· • 1 
0 

Among the white people living near the shoe factory 

(Section II) only 14 houses are reported for this item, and 

seven of them, or 50%, have rooms which cannot be entered 

except through a bed room. In the west negro section (Sec

tion III) there were 28 such places reported out of 72, or 

38.8%. In the two remaining sections, only one house is 

found which has such a room as above described. It is in 

the mixed residence and business section, for which 14 houses 

13 - The schedules for this item seem quite unreli
able for Section III. The figure given is approximately 
correct as far as it goes. 
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were reported under this item. This makes it 7% of the total 

for the section. 

If we compare the data given for the total number 

of negro families in the whole surveyed area with the white 

families we find that 53.5% of the negro families have rooms 

which must be entered through sleeping rooms, as over against 

a slight fraction more than 1% of white families who have 

such rooms. Had the returns for this item in 3ection III 

been fully reliable it is quite certain that the contrast 

would be greater, for it is hardly probable that conditions 

are so much different between Section I a (negroes) and 

Section III as the table indicates. However it is nece'ssary 

to bear this discrepancy in mind. 

It is seen that the question of privacy is contingent 

upon crowding~ It is in the negro sections that rooms are 

shown to be crowded, and it is in these same sections that 

the table reveals conditions which prevent the proper mini

mum of privacy demanded by decency. 



CHAPTER V 

LIGHTING, VENTILATION, HEATING. 

In this chapter we shall take up three factors which 

go to make up the health, comfort and general wholesomeness 

of a home, viz., lighting, ventilation, and heating. 

Lighting 

The problem of lighting is somewhat different in a 

city like Columbia from what it is in a large city because 

of the fact that ina small city the dominant type of dwell

ing is the single family cottage. The acuteness of the 

problem in a large city is due, in great part, to the fact 

that tall tenements have been built closely together, there

by shutting out.a great portion of the light from the rooms. 

To determine the question of·lighting as far as the 

inlet of daylight is concerned, the investigators recorded 

at each home whether or not the house was dark. In Table 

VI the results are shown for the various sections. 

I 
I 

II 
III 

IV 
V 

" . Table VI 

Light conditions in houses in day time 

Seotion No. houses 
light 

a ne~roes • • • • • · .. • · . 45 · • 
b whItes · · · · . · · . 25 

whites near shoe faotory .. 17 · · negroes . . . . . . . . .. 64 • • 
mixed residence & business 14 · University. • • • • . • · . 66 · · 
All sections · . . ~ . · .231 . 

· · · · 
• • • 
· · · · • 

No. houses 
da.rk 

12 

· o 
o 

• 27 
· o 
· o 

39 
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The table reveals that the houses reported dark are 

found only among the negroes. Of the 109 houses recorded 

for the two groups of negro families 39 are dark, which is 

35% of the total number. This is explained in part by the 

fact that many of the negro houses have windows only in 

th~ front and rear sides of the houses. In the west negro 

section, there are two brick tenements of several apartments 

each which have one small window in only the rear and front 

sides of the buildings, the side walls being devoid of any 

openings whatever. 

Plate V 
Tenements in west negr~ se~tion (III).showing p~or 

li~hting as well as poor ventllatlon. The llght and alr 
isoadmitted by only one windo'~ i.n r~ar. Note blank walls at 
side. There is also only one WlIH10W ln front. 
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Tbe Schedules indicate that there are no families 

In Columbia compelled to use any room not having a window. 

Artificial Lighting. 

How people light their homes at night was thought 

to be of sufficient importance to be included in. this inves

tigation. To be able to have the use of electricity as a 

means of lighting a home instead of the kerosene lar:lp with 

its inevitable odor and faint light is to be able to enjoy 

just that much more of human welfare. Table VII presents 

the data upon this iteo for eact section investig~ted. 

Table VII . 
Kind of artif~cial light used 

Electri-
Secti on Oil Gas ci ty 

I a negroes • • • • • • • • 59 · 1 2 
I b whltes. . • · • • • · . · · 5 0 21 

II wtites near shoe factory. · 15 0 2 
III negroes • • • • • • • • • • 87 0 4 

IV mixed residence & business 1 2 11 
V Uni versi ty . • · · • • • 0 0 58 

By examinine the table it will be observed that the 

kerosene lamp is the means used most exclusively among the 

negro fa~ilies and .among the working people near the shoe 

factory. Of the total negro families reported for this item 

95% are obI iged to use the oil lamp. A:liong the whi te people 

of the secti on near the ·shoe factory 88% of the families use 

o~ for lighting. For the whole number of white families In

vestigat ed the table shows that only 21 of tb.em use oil. 

This is 17% of all families reported for the item under con-
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sideration. The table sho'Ns that one negro family lights 

by gas and two families among the whites do so. The data 

given in Table VII show us the variation between the negro 

houses and those of the whites in the matter of efficient and 

wholesome means of lighting by night, and also the variation 

between the families of the working people near the shoe 

factory and those of the remaining white sections. The oil 
)( 

lamISreported in Section I a and IV are found in the homes 

of poor people. It is significant that in the University 

section all the families enjoy the use of electric lights. 

Ventilation 

One of the necessary items in a housing investiga

tion is the question of ventilation in a house or apartment. 

Without proper ventilation the air within a house becomes 

contaminated and unfit for persons to breathe. Housesare 

often constructed in such a way as to prevent the admittance 

of a sufficient amount of pure' air, e.nd in houses wl:ere con

struction does not have this defect, families are found who 

violate the principles of sanitation by refusing to ventilate 

their homes properly. 

Cross-ventilation 

At each house or apartment of the sections which 

were investigated in Columbia, the surveyor recorded whether 

Or not the rOOI!ls~ are so constructed as to permit cross-venti

lation. To secure ventilation in any room it is necessary 

to have at least two windows so placed that a current of air 

may flow from one to the other across the room. The data 
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for this item IS presented in Table VIII below. 

Section' 

Table VIII 

Cross ventilation 

No.families 
having cross 
ven tilation 

I a negroes . . ' . .. . . . . . 54 . 
I b whItes ....•..... 26 ... 

'No.families not 
having cross 
ventilation 

· .. 6 
.. 0 

II whites near shoe factory. 14 
III negroes.... . . • 71 . . . • . . 

IV mixed residence and 

• ~. :3 
· .. 15 

business . .. ... 14 . . .. 0 
V Uni versi ty . .. 63 . . . . . . . • • \ :0 

The table shows that here also the variation toward 

abnormal conditions is most pronounced among the negro fami

lies. Of these 14 per cent. live in rooms without cross 

ventilation, due to the fact that a number of small houses 

have a window in only one side of a room. Two tenements 

are found in Section III where the rooms are constructed with 

this deficiency. Only three families of the whites investi

gated or 2.5% of the total are prevented from having cross 

ventilation in the rooms. The three families so reported are 

founu. among the poorer people .in the north part of Section II, 

the people near the shoe factory. 

Ventilation of sleeping rooms 

In Table IX is shown how many families in each sec~ 

tion reported that they sle~p with windows open.14 

14 - It is necessary to state that the data for this item 
is not as accurate as is desira.ble. The answers to the ques
tion upon the schedule cards must be qual ifi ed to a great ex-
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Table IX 

Ventilation of sleeping rooms 
No. f8milies 

windows open 
21 

Section 
I a ne~oes 
I b Whl tes 

II whites near shoe factory 
III negroes 

IV mixed residence & business 
V University 

21 
7 

38 
10 
35 

No. families 
windows shut 

22 
1 
o 

41 
o 
1 

W!8.king allowance for some inaccuracy ln the data, the 

table furnishes us a means of observing the conditions as they . 

vary between the whites and the negroes. Among the latter, 

where there is found the least educB.tion ~md cuI tura; the per 

cent. of those who sleep with closed window~ are, at least, 

56.2% of the families. The percentage for the white families 

on this item is 2.7. 

In addition to the above data there are 10 families 

among the negroes who reported that they sleep with open win

dows some of the time, and 20 who sleep with windows open in 

summer. Among the whit es eight families said they sleep wi th 

windows open only some of the time, and eight families sleep 

with windows open in summer only. The only significance of 

this seemingly unimportant addition to the data is in the 

fact that the families who practice sleeping with windows 

closed are confined almos t entirely to the negroes and to the 

families of the poorer whites, inasmuch as it is among these 

two groups tha the J!lost of the above mentioned families are 

. 14(cont'd). tent by considering the effect of varying 
kinds of weather. The schedules are to this extent incomplete. 
However the tendency in each group is see~. 
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found. 

The investigators recorded upon the schedule cards 

for each house whether or not there were any ?nndows open at 

the time of the visit. This was to assist in determining the 

question as to whether the family practices ventilation. 
15 Table X shows the results for each section surveye,d. 

Table X 
No. Places No. Flaces 

Section ~7indows Open Not Qpen 
I a ... '. . . . . . . . . . .23 .. . . . . 32 
I b . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .10 21 

I I ............. . . .11 .. . . .. 6 
I II .. . . . . . . . .22 ...• 68 

IV ... . . . . . . . . 6 .... 8 
V • • • • .~ •• .22 5 

Upon the basis of the table it is found that of the 

negro families 31% of them had windows open, as compared to 

54.5% of the White fe~ilies.who had windows open. If we elim

inate the white families near the shoe factory, of whom 32.2% 

had windows open, the result indicates that 66.6% of the re

maining white families had windows open. Although, it is 

not to be thoroughly depended upon, the data of Table X points 

out the tendency, at least, in this item for the conditions 

to conform to the abnormality already found among the negro 

families as compared to the white people. 

15 - The limitations of this data as a basis of calcula
tion must be recognized. The data was gathered during the 
opening of spring, and therefore under very changeable con
dltions of weather. Hence, its value is discounted to 
that extent. 
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Heating 

Another question for investigation in our housing 

survey is whether the family can properly heat the house. 

At each house the investigator learned the number of rooms 

that are heated. This number in ratio to the total number 

of rooms gives us an idea as to what extent conditions un

der this item are normal or abnormal. Table XI indicates 

the proportion of rooms heated in the houses -investigated in 

the various sections~ 

, Table XI 

Average number rooms that are 
heated 

No~ Av. Av. No. 
Section Rooms Rooms Heated 

I a ne&!oes. . · . . · · · . · 3.4 · 2.4 
I b whltes . . · . . · · · . • 6.2 · 4.5 

II whites near shoe factory • 4.7 · 2.7 
III negroes. . . . . . . . . • 3.2 · 2.4 

IV mixed residence & business 6.1 · 5.4 
V University · · · · 10.5 · . . 10.4 

If we express the ratio between the average number of 

rooms heated to the average number of rooms reported in each 

section we find among the negroes that the average family 

heats 70.5% of the house. The whites of Section I heat 70.9% 

of the house. The white working people near the shoe factory 

heat upon an average 44.6% of the house. In the mixed resi

dence and business section (IV) the people heat an average of 

16 -The average number of rooms per house is based only 
upon the cards whicli show a report as to the number of rooms 
heated., 
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44.6% of the house, while in the University section the ratio 

is 99%. Contrasting the negro group with the entire white 

. group we find that among the former, as stated above, the 

ratio of the house heated is 70.5% as compared to 83% among 

the latter. If we should eliminate a number of small houses 

among the working people of Sections I a and II, the ratio 

for the white people would be considerably higher. 

The significance of this data lies in the fact that al

thoug~ most of the houses of the white people were very much 

larger than those of the negroes, the former heat such a 
• 

greater per cent. of the room than the latter. And in view 

o( the fact that the number of persons per room does not vary 

so greatly in the different sections, it indicate~ that the 

negro families are compelled to huddle into a very limited 

. space in order to keep warm. 

Difficulties of Heating 

Under this head we place the data with reference to 

cracks around doors and windows. It is impossible to proper

ly diffuse the heat in 'a house if there are large cracks which 

allow strong currents of cold air to enter. The inlet of air 

necessary for ventilation shoulu. be by some means more capable 

of regulation. In Table XII a.re found the data under these 

items for each section. 

Among the negro families 56% of the houses or apart

ments reported for this item have cracks around the doors, 

and 40.6% have cracks around the windows. Among the white 
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people 10.4% of the houses and apartn~nts have cracks around 

. the doors,17 and 6.8% have cracks around the windows. 18 

Table XII 

I 
I 

II 
III 

IV 
V 

Cracks around doors and windows 

Section Doors 
a negroes . . • . . • . . . . ·32 .. 
b whItes .. . . . . . . • • 5 •• 

whites near shoe factory.. 1 .. 
negroes . . . . . . . . • • . 47 • • 
mixed residence & business. 2. • 
University. . . . . .. . • 2 •. 

. . 

• • 

7lindows 
24 

3 
o 

35 
2 
1 

Again, we see the variation between the negro and 
• 

the white sections of the area surveyed. It is plain that 

the former are compelled to suffer during the cold weather 

to a greater extent because of the abnormal conditions as 

sho\Yll by these figures. 

Manner of Heating 

One of the items which enters into the classifica

tion of a house as "modern" is that it shall have modern 

methods of heating. Among these methods are the furnace, hot 

water and steam heating apparatus. The fact that persons who 

buy, build or rent houses so eagerly desire one of these me

thods of heating as a part of the domestic equinment is in 

itself a recognition of them as a means toward greater hUl!lan. 

welfare. 

Table XIII presents the data for the question of the 

17 and 18 - In each case, oneh81f of these were among the 
white working people near the shoe factory. 
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methods of heating for the various sections. 

Among the negroes, the table reveals that 92.3% of 

the families use stoves, 3.5% have furnaces, and 4.2/; have 

a grate without other means of heating. 

Table XIII 

Methods of heating19 

Section Stove 
I a negroes · · · · • · • 54 
I b wh1tes · · · · • · • 19 

II whites near shoe factory. 22 
III negroes . • . • • . . • . 79 

IV mixed residence & business 10 
V University. • · • · • · • 0 

Furnace Grate 
· · 0 • • 0 
· • 7 · . 0 
• · 0 020 · . 5 · . 8 
• • 4 • • 020 
· • 66 • • 3 

Among the whole group of white people, 39.8% of the 

families use stoves, and. 60.2% have furnaces. Of those a

mong the white people who use stoves, the great majority are 

found among the poorer people of the various white sections. 

It will be observed that 109% of the families in the Univer-
f 

sity section use modern means of heating. 

The above data show the distribution of this factor 

of welfare among the various groups, and indicates again the 

disadvantages placed upon the negro 51'OUP ana tIle poorer 

white people. It is not customary to consider the difference 

in the possession of a stove instead of modern methods of 

heating as of any serious concern. However, it would be in

teresting to know to what extent this item enters as a factor 

19 - In this t4esis the term "furnace" is ~rbitr~rily made 
to include steam ana hot water heat. The essent1al ~olnt 1S 
the fact of modern means of heating a house. 20 - OI the 11 
grates reported . five of them are in conjunction with other me
thods of heating. 
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in the comparative death rates of children in such surveys 

as was made in Johnstown, Fa., and East Orange, N. J. The 

general confort of a home certainly has a close relation 

to the health of the family. Therefore our data for Columbia 

is important enough for consideration. 



C HAP T E R VI 

?lATER SUPPLY 

The people of Columbia are supplied with water from 

three sources. These are city water, surface wells, and cis
terns. 

The city of Columbia possesses a water systec capable 

of furnishing an ample supply of wholesome water. The pump

ing station is located near More's Lake just north of the ci

ty limits. The water is pumped from six deep wells, and is 

distributed by the direct pressure method. 

Elmer J. McCaustland~ Professor of Sanitary Engineer

ing, and Dean of the School of Engineering, University of 

Missouri, states that an analysis of the water sl1Pplied by 

the city pumping station shows it to be of a most excellent 

quality for ,domestic purposes.2l In regard to bacterial con

ditions, Prof. F. A. Baldwin, M. D., of the Laboratory of 

Preventive Medicine, University of Missouri, says that the 

city water in Columbia is entirely free from dangerous 

organisms. 22 

.The real problem in connection wi th the water supply 

in Columbia is that of an adequate distribution of city 

water •. It is, therefore, important to discover how far 

the distribution of water in Columbia reaches toward a nor

mal standard, or fails to reach it, as the case may be. This 

21 and 22 - The wri ter secured verbal statements .from 
Prof. McCaustland and Frof. F. A. Baldwin, M. D. 
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normal standard is ttthat each family should have its own 

supply of city water in at least one place in the apart~ent.~3 
It should be emphasized that the standard requires 

city water. The extent to which city water is found to be 

distributed is shown by Table XIV. Among the negroes 54.6% 

of the families are supplied with city water. Among the 

white people 92% of the families use city water. Among the 

people of Section IV ,and V 100% of the families use city wa

ter, while among the white people living near the shoe fac

tory only 70% of the families reported do so. 

Table' XIV 

Extent of distribution of oity water 

Families having Families 
Section city water reported 

I a negroes . . • • · · · · · 23 · · · • 57 
I b whItes · · · • • · • 22 26 

II whites near shoe factory. · · 14 · · · • 20 
III negroes • • • . • • • • • • • 59 93 

IV mixed residence & white · · • 16 · • 16 
V University . . · · · · · · • 76 · · 76 

Of the 82 negro families who use city water only 10 

have indoor hydrants. All but one family among the white 

people were reported as having indoor hydrants. For the r~ 

maining 72 faTfiilies there are out-of-door hydrants located 

so as to supply groups consisting of from one to eight fami

lies. Only 26 families using city water from outside of the 

23 - VeilJ.er,Lawrence, Housin~ ~eform, plIO. Charities 
Publication Committee, New York, 1 1 • 
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house have their own hydrant. The schedules show that there 

are two hydrants supplying eight families each. One of these 

is located in the district lying west of the ~abash Railroad 

(Section Ia), and the other is in the west negro section (Sec

tion III). In the latter section there is also a hydrant 

supplying seven families. 

In view of the standard that each family should have 

in the house a hydrant supplying city water, we can see to 

what extent the above data show abnormal conditions. 

Water Mains 
• 

A word should be said about the distribution of water 

mains over the city of Columbia. A study of the map showing 

the location of mains indicates that they extend into every 

part of the city in such a manner that water is quite acces

sible to any group of property owners who desire to install 

city water service for domestic uses. 

7:el18 

The problem of water supply presents itself in another 

way when we turn to ~hequestion of the use of wells in Col

umbia. The report of the survey made" in Topeka, Kansas, 

11 . 1 d' b t . . 1 ,,24 states that a we IS a rura eVlce, u a munlclpa menace. 

The surface well has long been oonuemned by sanitary experts 
, 

as a means of supplying water to people in a oity. The 

24- The Survey, page 454, Vol. 32, 1914. 
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chief reason for this is because of the fact that it is so 

easily contaminated with germs, and thus becomes a means of 

spreading diseases, especially those which are due to intes

tinal bacteria of human origin. 

'Jilliam G. Savage ·s.ays, "A surface well receives its 

water from the superficial pervious strata, so that ' its sup

ply is greatly influenced by rainfall, while it is also liable 

to contamination from the soakage from organic matters on the 

ground in the neighborhood. Any harmful bacteria contained 

in such organic matter may be washed through the soil into 

the water of the well.,,25 . The author of this statement 

points out the ways in which wells are so contaminated. The 

closeness of a well to.a source of contamination is the first 

he mentions. A heavy rainfall and a stiff soil are the two 

other factors in the ease \nth which bacteria find accessto 

a well. 

The number of wells in Columbia indicated by the re-

. turns from the typical sections surveyed constitutes a grave 

menac~. The rainfall for this section of the country is fair

ly heavy, and the soil is very stiff, hence there'is here 

supplied two of the factors I!1entioned by Mr. Savage which 

make wells a public menace. Ao.o.ing to this the fact that so 

many privies were found by the surveyors, the danger from 

25 -SavaGei " :'~'illia1l1 G., Rural Housill€;, p·211, 
T. Fisher tnwin, Pub isher, London, 1915. 
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surface wells is multiplied. 

Table XV 

Number of wells in surveyed area 

No. in 
Section each section 
I a negroes . . . . . . . . . . . • .29 
I b wh 1 t e s . . . . . . . . . . • .. 129 6 

II whites near shoe factory .•. 
III negroes .••••••••.•••• 36 

IV mixed residence and business ..•. 297 
V University .•...••••• · ••• 4-

Table XV shows a striking difference between the 

white and negro families for this item. Among the negroes 

there are found 65 wells, and among the white people there 

are 19. It should be observed also that the group of white 

families having the most wells are the working people near 

the shoe factory. There are, altogether, 84 wells. 

Distance 

Section 
I a negroes 
I b 

II 
III negroes 

IV 

Table XVI 

of well from house 
No. feet 
1:10 11-25 26-50 51-75 76-100 100 

I9 5 2 
2 1 1 1 
1 1 1 

20 15 1 5 
1 1 

Table XVI indicates that there are 43 places where 

the well is 10 feet from the house or less. Of these, 39 are 

among the negro families. There are 64 places 25 feet or less 

from the house, of which 59 are among the negroes. 

26 - Three of these wells were out of use. 
27 - Two were out of use, and two were being filled. 
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Table XVII 

Distance of well: from barn 
No. feet 

Section 
I a negroes 
I b 

1-10 11-25 26-50 51-75 · 76-100 100 
2 
1 6 
1 II 

III negroes 
IV 

6 716 

V 

There are comparatively few barns in the area sur

veyed. ·The automobile has di splaced the family horse to such 

an extent that garages are found where barns would otherwise be. 

Table XVII shows that there ,are six wells which are 25 feet 

or less from the barn. There are 17 wells which are 50 feet 

or less from the barn. Altogether there are 25 wells which 

. are 100. feet or less from a barn. 

Section 
I a negroes 
I b 

II 
III negroes 

IV 
V 

Table XVIII 

Distance of well from privy 
No. feet 

1-10 11-25 26-50 51-75 
2 10 9 1 

1 1 
1 8 13 1 

76-100 100 
4 
2 

2 
4 2 

Table XVIII ·shows that there are three houses where 

the well is 10 feet or less .from a privy; 22 places are 25 

feet or less; and 45 places are 50 feet or less from a privy. 

Of the 45 wells, only two are among the white people. 

Of the 84 wells in the surveyed area, 23 are reported 

as being situated so that water can drain into them. This 
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would greatly increase the possibility of contamination from 

organic matters upon the ground. The returns are not com

plete upon the question of the manner of covering upon the 

wells, and also the state of repair in which the cover was 

found. However, those reported for these two items show 

that at least 42 wells, or 50% of the total, are covered with 

boards. The significance of this item is the fact that wood

en tops on wells so easily deteriorate and make it, therefore, 

easier for pollution to enter the water. The schedules show 

that 12 well : tops are in only a fai r degree of repair, while 
• 

26 of them, or 3qh, are in bad repair. A surface well in a 

city IS a menace at' the very best; it becomes much more so 

when it is left in bad repair~ 

The foregoing data emphasize the menace of the 84 wells 

found in the sections surveyed. The ease with which harmful 

organisms penetrate the type of soil upon which Columbia is 

located causes the vvells in the ci ty :. __ remain continually a 

source of danger. The danger from intestinal bacteria of 

human origin becomes very serious in view of the fact that 

i!l t1:e investizated area 59 privies stand lA.pon the same lots 

in which there are wells. The state of bad repaIr shown 

for the coverings of many of the wells adds to the testimony 

against this source of water supply. 

Cisterns 

There remains the question of cisterns. There are 

only 29 such in the entire area surveyed. The schedules do 
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not show to what extent they are used for drinking water. 

A clue to this question is furnished when it is seen that 

among the negro families six of the cisterns are found where 

there is neitter city water nor a well. There is one cis

tern located at such a place among the white people of Sec

tion I, and two cister,ns at such places among the white people 

near the shoe factory. Of the 29 cisterns reported six are 

abandoned for any use whatever. In the mixed residence and 

business section (3ection IV) and the University section (Sec

tion V) there are 10 cisterns, all located where there is city 
-, 

water. Three of them are abandoned. 

No cistern was reported as having a filter while the 

returns for the question of whether they are leaky indicate 

that the investigators could not get the proper information 

for this item. As it is scarcely' possible that more than six 

families use water from cisterns for drinking purposes it is 

not a very serious problem. However, it should be said that 

not a single family should use any other than city water for 

domestic purposes. 



C HAP T E R VII 

SANITARY CONTI:NI3NC3S 

Toilets 

The first item we shall consider under the question 

of sanitary conveniences is that of indoor lavatories. The 

extent to which families have these in their homes is indi

cated by Table XIX. 

I 
I 

II 
III 

IV 
V 

Table XIX 

Number of lavatories 
Places 

Section reported 
a negroes .......• 57. . 

No. of 
lavatories 

1 
b Whl t es • . . . . • ~ . . • • • 27. . . . 22 

whites near shoe factory. 17 •• 
negroe s . . . . . . . • . • • 82. • • • 
mixed residence and business . 14 •. 

o 
4 

12 
University~ • . . • • • • . . 65 • • 65 

The table shows that out of 139 negro families only 

five of them have indoor lavatories. Of the 123 white fami

lies reported 99 of them have indoor lavatories. This means 

that 80.4% of the white families hav.e such convenience, while 

. only 3.6% of the negro families have them. A striking con

trast is shown in comparing Sections II and V. The returns 

show that lOO;"b of the families among the whi te working people 

near the shoe factory do not have indoor lavatories, and 

that 100% of the families in the University section do have 

them. 

ill of the lavatories with the exception of one lo

cated in Section III were reported upon the sche ~ules as 

flushing satisfactorily. 
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As to the matter of ventilation in lavatories, all 

but four were reported to have good ventilation. The inves

tigators classified two lavatories in the west negro section, one 

among the negroes of 3ection I, and one in the mixed residence 

and business section, as in a fair condition of ventilation. 

The significance of the data concerning indoor lavato

ries in their relation to the question of sanitary standards 

are more vividly brought out in connection wit;h the statistics 

concerning out-of-door toilets, or privies. The data for this 

item are presented in Table XX, which is literally the in-
• 

verse of Table XIX. 

I 
I 

II 
III 

IV 
V 

Section 

Table XX 

Showing number of privies 
No. places 

reported 
a ne~oes • . • • • • • • . • • . 59. . 

No. of 
Privies 

54 
b w hIt e s . • • . • . . . • .• 26.... 

whi tes near shoe factory. • . . 20. ., • • 
negroes . • . • • • • • • •. • • 90. • • • 
mixed residence and business. 17 ••.• 
U · . t 67 nlverSl Y. . • . • • • • • • • • • 

4 
20 
79 
o 
o 

Again, by' drawing a contrast between the negro and 

the white families we find that 89% of the negro families 

liaveprivies,lvhile only 18.4% of the white families have 

them. The contrast between the whites near the shoe factory 

and the people of the University section is significant. A

mong the former 100% of the families have out-of-door toilets 

or privies; among the latter 100 % of the ·families have none. 

Attention has already been called to the menace of 

privies in connection with water supplied from surface wells. 
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11he a.anger28 consists of the possibili ty of harmful intes

tinal bacteria finding their way through soakage to the 

water of the well, where the contamination may cause the 

spread of the disease. tIeans by which to prevent soakage 

r L A. T E VI 

Showing type of privies found in the surveyed area. 
Note the dilapidated condition. 

P L ATE VII 

Showin~ privies standing on bank of Flat Branch and 
emptying into It. 

28 - See Table XVIII in Chapter VI. 
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IS provided for in only 13 privies In the entire area covered 

by the survey. The water tight boxes which are provided are 

of galvanized iron. 

In the data under this item we saw in Table XVIII 

that there are 45 houses where wells are 50 feet, or less, 

from the privies; 22 places where they are 25, or less; and 

three places where they are 10 feet or less, from privies. 

Aside from the danger arising from the proximity of privies 

to wells, there is a further source of danger to be considered. 

Flies infest most of the out-of-door toilets by getting in 

through cracks and open doors. There they become laden with 

germs, and fly into the houses, lighting upon food, upon the 

mouths of persons, or in other ways coming into contact with 

people in such a way as to be always a positive danger. Sani

tary science has come to look with real alarm upon both pri

vies and flies. 

In the surveyed area of Columbia only 24 of ' the 157 

privies reported are screened. This indicates that flies and 

other germ carrying agents have frB8 access at all times to 

133 privies, or 84.7% of the total number. The schedules 

show that 30 privies, or 19.1% of the total number are full. 29 

Among all the places investigated 'there are no pri

vies which are connected with a sewer. 

29 - There is reason to believe tha-t there are more. The 
data are incomplete, but at least; the above is a conservative 
estimate. . 
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The cleaning of privies is very irregular and uncer

tain. Of those that are reported as being cleaned at all, 

there are only four which are cleaned as often as once a week. 

There are only 32 that are cleaned as often as once a month 

or less. Of those that are cleaned no oftener than once a 

year there are 63. There are six which the schedules show 

to be seldom cleaned, and two in SectiQn, III which empty di

rectly into Flat Branch. This indicated that only 45% of 

the privies are cleaned at least' once a year. In a few cases 

the persons answering the investigator on this point were ra

ther non-committal, but the remaining 55% of the privies may 

be said to be neglected as far as cleaning is concerned. 

The fly and the privy is a dangerous combination. 

"Swat the Fly!" is the slogan of a modern sanitary movement; 

but"Swat the Privy!" should be another slogan adopted. Such 

vile places as the out-of-door toilets which are found in this 

investigation can be nothing less than a positive menace to 

pu~lic health and welfare. 

Bathing Facilities 

~e have mentioned in another chapter that every family 

should have a generous amount of city water available in its 

own house or anartment. Along with this, every family should 

have a bath tub a reel bath tub. 'tJe said in Chapter II 

that a wash tub is not a standing invitation to take a bath. 

If a bath tub is considered as a necessary part of the domes

tic equipment in a house on Rosemary Lane, why not also in a 
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negro home on Ash-Street? 
~ 

In Table XXI is shown the number of places in th& 

sections of the surveyed territory havinc bath tubs. 

Table XXI 

Showing homes having a bath tub 

romes romes having 
Section reported bath tub 

I a negToes • .• .• • . . 60. . 1 
I b Whl tes. . . . • 26 • . • .22 

I I \Vhi tes neB.r shoe factory. • • • • 18 . . . . 0 
III negroes.. ......•. • 93 . . 0 

IV mixed residence and business .•. 14 •• 11 
V University... • . . • • .• 65 . . • .65 

Among a group of 153 negro families reported under 

this item, only one family, that of a colored minister living 

in Section I a, has a bath tub. Of the working people east" 

of the shoe factory (Section II) not one femily has a bath 

tub. In glaring contrast to this is the fact that of 79 fami

lies reported for the mixed residence and business section 

_ (Section IV) and the University section (Section .v) 76 of them 

have bath tubs. In the University section every family reported 

has one. Thus we see how part of the population is deprived 

of one of the Beans by which to improve sani tary conditions 

in the home. 

In a~dition to the above date it is shovm by the sched

ules that in the University section there are 13 homes havi~ 

two bath tubs each, and two places having three each. These 

houses are used as dormitories for students of the University, 
Sinks 

" ArnonG the 153 negro families there are only five who 
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have a sink. Of the 97 white families reported under this 

item 71 have sinks. In the University section every family 

has at least one sink. The schedules show that in the group 

of whites in Section I b there are four families who have 

two sinks, and one family who has three sinks. In the Univer

sity section 10 families have two sinks each; two families 

have three each; and two families have four each.SO 

Sewer Connections, Leaky Plumbing. 

All of the houses reported as having plumbing are con

nected with the city sewer. No house in the surveyed area is 

connected with a cess pool. "However, there are cess pools in 

other parts of the city. Mr. N. H. Hickman, Sanitary Offi

cer of Columbia says there are several about the city. He, 

cites in particular two such in the northeast part of thecci;y 

near Paris Road and Gordon Street. In the southeast part of 

Columbia there is a cess pool which takes care of the drain~ 

age of that part of the city known as the Highlands. 

Only one house was reported as having leaky plumbing. 

The explanation of this is the fact that the families who 

have plumbing fixtures are those, with a very few exceptions, 

who live in good houses, and who are accustomed to rather 

high standards of housing conditions and who insist on keeping 

the plurnbing in good repair. The evil of leaky plumbing is 

30 - There is reason to believe there are more, as the 
data for 3ection V are incomplete. 
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one which is usually found in connection with tenements for 

poor people, where cheap grades of plumbing fixtures are in

stalled, and where it is considered cheaper to allow a leak 

to remain than to repair it. 



" . 
C HA PTE R VIII 

SEWAGE COmBCTIONS 

In the section west of the ·'iabash tracks (Section I) 

according to the schedules, there are out of 80 houses re

ported, 45 houses on streets in which there is not a sewer 

. line. Of these 44 are located among the negroes, and one 

among the white people. Among the negroes there are three 

houses attached to the sewer, and among the white people 

there are 20 houses attached. In other words, only 5.% of 

the negro frunilies have sewer connections, while among the 

white people of this district 80% of the houses have sewer 

connections. 

Among the white people near the shoe factory, (Sec

tion II), there are no sewer lines in the streets. There

fore, no houses are connected with a sewer. Coming over in

to the west negro section (Section III) we find that of 75 

houses reported 34 of them are located on streets having no 

sewer lines. In this section 19 houses, or 25.3%, are at

tached. In the mixed residence and business section (Sec

tion IV) all the 17 houses reported are on streets having 

sewers. Of these houses 16 of them, or 94%, are attached. 

In the University section all of the houses are on streets 

which had sewer lines. Zvery house reported is attached. 

The schedules show that 38 houses having sewage con

nections have the plumbing trapped. This is 30% of the hous

es reported attached to the sewer. 
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A study of the map in the office of the ci~y engineer 

shows that drainage districts are pretty well distributed over 

the city with two or three exceptions. The territory occupied 

by the negroes of ~ection I is without any sewer lines except 

a line which runs as far east as the shoe factory on Jilkes 

Boulevard. The white working people near the shoe factory 

(Section II) have no sewer lines at all in their streets. Sew

er lines are lacking in the west ·part of the west negro sec

tion. The area in which the deficiency exists lies between 

Walnut Street and Switzler street, extending east and west 

from Garth Avenue to Third Street. Another section unprovided 

for lies outside of the area surveyed in thi"s investigation. 

This section lies on both sides of Paris Road near More's 

Switch, extending southeast nearly to Amelia Street. The 

reason for the deficiency here is said by the city engineer 

to be a difficulty in topography, but he states that the 

sewer will be put in at some future time. 

The data which have been given in this chapter reveal 

further the manner in which abnormal conditions tend to exist 

in far greater .· proportion among tl1e negroes than among the 

whi te people, and also more among tfJ.6 wo rking class than a

mong the other whites. 



C HAP T E R IX 
GARBAGE, SLUDGE, RUBBISH 

The accumulation of garbage and rubbish, and the i~ 

proper disposal of sludge is a violation of normal standards 

which enter into the making of good housing conditions. The 

improper care of refuse from various activities of the house 

makes possible the breeding of germs, and thus creates bad 

sanitary conditions; or it causes the surroundings of a home 
, 

to have an unsightly appearance. 

Garbage 

Garbage may be defined as the refuse from tl1e house 

of either vegetable or animal food. It is very evident that 

the accumulation of such refuse around or near the home of a 

family is a menace to health, because of the fact that har~ 

ful germs can easily develop in such matter when it decays. 

The manner of the disposal of garbage is presented in sta

tistical form in Table XXII. It serves to show the great ir

regularity which exists in this matter. In other words, neo

pIe are allowed to dispose of·their garbage very freely, so 

far as any public regulation is concerned. 

Among the nebroes of Section I a only two families 

were reported as having the garbage hauled away, and from 

these places it is hauleu daily. The frequency of the rernov

alof garbage among the white people of Section I b ranges 

from once a month to once a day. There are four places where 

it is removed daily, and eight places where it is removed once 
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Table XXII 

Showing the manner of dis~osing of garbage in the 
various sections. The number of familIes wlio practice each 
method is shown. 

Back Feed to Can,bucket Other 
Section Iard ~urn animals . or barrel means 

I a 13 20 16 6 2 
I b 2 11 2 10 2 

II 7 2 6 2 
III 20 7 28 12 

IV 1 6 5 
V 8 5 39 

a week or less. Among the white working people near the 

shoe factory (Section II) the garbage is hauled away from 

only one place, and this occurs two or three times a week. 

There was no removal of garbage by hauling reported for the 

west negro section (Section III). Among the families of 

the 'mixed residence and business section (Section IV) only 

one family was reported as having garbage hauled away. This 

is done twice each week. The matter is quite different in 

the University section (Section V). Here there are 50 fami

lies who have the garbage hauled away at regular intervals. 

Of these there are 20 families who have it removed daily. 

The frequency for the remainder of the families is two or 

three times each week. 3pecial note should be made of the 

apartment houses in this section. At the two Smith Flats, 

known as the Rosalind and the Maryland, the garbage from each 

apartment is deposited for removal once a day, and the jani

tor sees that it is hauled away each day. The same practice 

prevails at the Dumas apartment house. 
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The data which have been presented on the disposal 

of garbage gives an idea of the degTee to which this very 

important matter is neglected in view of its tremendous im

portance in connection wi th public sani tatj.,; policy. There 

is shown an utter lack of public official regulation in con

nection with garbage disposal, whereas, the city should have 

strict control in the matter. 

Fargo, North Dakota is a city which furnishes us with 

a good example of, what any such small city ought to do with 

regard to the disposal of garbage. Fargo is selected for 

comparison with Columbia beoause they are not so different 

in size~l which makes the comparison more acceptable than 

were Columbia compared with a very large city and because 

a definite survey has been made of that city which furnishes 
32 comparable data. The city of Fargo in 1915 passed an ordi-

nance which deals with the disposal of garbage. The law 

prohibits the occupant of any house or apartment to throw 

any garbage or filth upon or near the premises upon which the 

occupant lives. This does away with the careless throwing 

of kitchen refuse, etc., into the back yard, street or alley, 

a praotice very common in many homes of Columbia. 

31 - In 1915 the population of Fargo, N. D. was 191350 
32 - Elmer, Manuel c. r 90cial .Sru:tiJr of b.ITO North~-

kote. The Associated CharItles, Fargo;N.D.~6 . 
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Th~ ordinance provides for covered cans of durable 

material, which are to be placed upon all premises under the 

direction of the proper official. The ordinance further .. pro

vides for the regular removal of the contents of the cans as 

often as twice a week from private residences, and in the case 

of hotels having more than twenty rooms as often as once a day. 

This is for the time of the year between May ist and October 

1st. During the remainder of the year the removal must be at 

least once each week. 

It is also provided that no one shall be allowed to 

engage in the removal of garbage except by authori.ty of the 

health commissioner. Those who are authorized to remove 

garbage must use wagons which are water tight. These wagons 

are to be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected every week. One 

section of the ordinance gives permission to the auditor of 

the city to advertise for bids for the contract to remove . 

garbage. There are a few other features of the law contained 

in other sections, but the general features outlined above 

give us. an idea of a good system of regulation of garbage 

disposal which is in most striking contrast with the lack of 

public regulation in this matter in Columbia. 

Sludge 

Under this head we shall observe in what manner the 

people in the various sections dispose of such liquid refuse 

as dishwater, etc. 

In Table XXIII the manner in which sludge 1S disposed 
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of is shown for each section. 

In order to conform to the best sanitary standards 

the proper method of the disposing of sludge is pouring it 

into a sink connected with a sewer. In Chapter VII we saw 

to what extent sinks and sewer connections are wanting in 

the negro sections and among the families of the white people 

living near the shoe factory. Naturally, it is in these very 

sections that the method 'of disposing of sludge varies so 

much from the standard. 

Table XXIII 

Showing manner of. di~posal of sludge, and number of 
places using each method. 

Methods 

Sink 
Thrown in yard 
Open bucket 
Thrown in street 
Fed to hogs, etc. 
Barrel 
Thrown in stream 
Thrown in alley 
Thrown in privy 

I a 
2 

42 
I 
I 
6 

Total reported 52 

I b 
21 
3 
1 

25 

Sections 

11 
1 

2 
I 

16 

III 
2 

57 
2 
1 
3 
4 
5 
2 

...E. 
78 

I 

14 62 

In Table x..~III we find that only 3.7% of the negro 

families of Section Ia pour sludge into a sink connected with 

a sewer. In this 5LOUP 80.7 throw the sludge upon the ground 

in the backyard. Among the white people of Section Ib 87.5% 

of the families pour slu~ge into sinks connected with sewers, 

and only 2.5% of the families throw it out into the yard. Turn-

. ing to the white people of Section II, we find that only one 
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family reported as using a sink for the disposal of sludge. 

Upon examining the schedule card it is revealed that the house 

in which this family is located is not connected with-a sewer. 

Therefore, we can say-that among the white people near the 

shoe factory no family uses the proper means of disposal for 

sludge. Among the necroes of Section III o~ly 2.5% of the . 
families use the proper method of disposal. In this section 

73.2% of the families throw sludge into the yard. Among the 

people of Section IV the ratio of those who dispose of 

sludge by the normal method is 92.8%. Only 7.2% of the fami

lies throw sludge into the yard. In,Section V 100% of the 

people handle the sludge in the proper manner. 

The data which have been presented above show the ex

treme variation among the negro families from the standard 

accepted, as well as among the white people near the shoe 

factory. One fact worthy of mention is that there are five 

families in Section III who throw sludge into Flat Branch. In 

connection with the fact that privies empty into Flat Branch 

there is _here an indication of the way in which this stream, 

which flows by a large school building and a great number of 

houses, as well as under a grocery store, is polluted. The re

maining figures of the table are separately not of sufficient 

importance for detailed discussion. However, they serve to 

emphasize the nnsanitary way in which sludge is disposed of 

in the city of Colunbia. 
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Rubbish 

Rubbish is composed of such debris as tin cans, scraps 

of iron, bottles, broken glass, rags, etc. The data given ' 

under the head of rubbish reveal ;' a great variety of ways in 

which it is kept. To procure a standard means of accumulating 

and disposing of rubbish is important. Rubbish scattered 

about is unsightly. Besides, it may 'be accumulated in such 

a way upon poorly drained lots that it can become a menace 

to health. 

Table XXIV gives the data concerning the way in which 

rubbish is treated in the different sections of the area cov

ered by this investigation. The figures represent the number 

of places where each means is practiced. 

Table LXIV 

Showing where families deposit rubbish. 

Place Sections 
I a I b t~ IU IV V 

Back yard 44 7 ~ 37 
Street 1 5 
Barrel or box 6 " 12 4 9 6 15 
Basement 2 1 13 
Shed 1 1 1 1 
Other places 1 3 1 9 1 

It is observed that the prevailing method of keeping 

rubbish is by depositing it in the back yard. The next pre

vailing method is that of placing rubbish in boxes and bar

rels. At six places the families admitted that they throw 

tin cans, etc., into the street. 

The schedule did not provide for information upon the 
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question of how frequently the rubbish is removed. The ex

istence of many unsightly piles of cans, bottles, etc., which 

are seen, especially in the negro sections, is evidence that 

the rubbish is, as a rule, not removed very often. As a mat

ter of fact, most of the rubbish about the ci ty is, removed 

o:nce a year. The city maintains an annual "clean-up-week" 

in the early part of May. Posters are pIa,ced in different 

parts of the 'city to infonn the public of the matter. The 

people are urged to plac~ the rubbish in a convenient place, 

and the city has it hauled away at public expense. A very 

efficient handling ofrubbisn is carried out at the Rosalind, 

11aryland and Dumas apartment houses in Section V. ltt the 

Rosalind and Maryland the rubbish coming from each family is 

placed in the basement in care of the ja~itor, who has it 

taken away twice a we'ek. This plan is carr'ied out strictly. 

At the Dumas the collection of cans as they come each day 

from the various apartments are scalded by the janitor. The 

, rubbish is removed from the latter place once a month. 

The subject of ashes may be treated as a part of 

the discussion of rubbish. The schedules show that there 

is great variety of ' ways in which ashes are handled. Table 

XXV shows the different methods used, and the number of fami

lies practicing each method. The normal method of disposing 

of ashes is to place them'conveniently so that they can be 

removed at certain intervals. In view of this standard 55.8~ 

of the negro families of Sections I a and III place the ashes 
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in a pile in the back lot, or in boxes or barrels. The re-

mainder of the families scatter the ashes about the yard, 

in the street, or in other ways leave them as rubbish. 33 

The proportion for the white people of Section I b is 80%. 

Among the white working people of3ection II 37.5~~ ,of the 

Table XIV 

Showing how ashes are kept. 
, Section 

Place 
Back yard 
Street 
Cinder waTh 
Driveway . 
Levelling in yard 
Basement 
Barrel or box 
Alley 
Other means 

I a I b I~ lis 31 16 ' 
5 4 10 
6 1 4 

11 

1 
1 
3 

1 4 3 
1 19 

2 

3 

I~ 3X 
2 

1 
12 

1 1 
1 2 

1 

34 

families place the ashes for convenient removal while the 

remainder disposed of them in an abnormal way. Among the 

people in Section IV 100% of those reported place ashes 

convenient for removal. In the University section 91.2% 

of the families so deposit their ashes. 

In the total area, as the table shows, there are 25 

families who throw ashes into the street or alley, which should 

not be allowed. At 32 places the ashes are scattered promis

cuously around the yards, leaving such places badly littered 

33 ~ The percentages eliminate those who made driveways 
of ashes. 

34 - This table leaves out the Rosalind, Maryland and 
Dumas apartments. Special mention is made of the~. 
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up and unsightly. 

As for the final disposal of ashes the returns show 

~that among the negro ,families only 17 of them are reported 

as having them hauled away. Among the white people of Sec

tion I b 80% ,of the people were reported as ha~ing the ashes 

hauled. For the white working people near the shoe factory 

the schedules indicate that 30.1% of the families have the 

ashes haulea away. For Section IV 77.7% of the families 

and 'in Section V 85.9% of the familes were reported as having 

the ashes hauled.35 
• 

The data indicate that there is far less regularity 

in the final disposal of ashes among the negroes and among 

the white working people near the shoe factory. The result 

is that in these sections large heaps of ashes remain from 

year to year to give an unsightly appearance to many yards. 

The remaining item under the subject of rubbish is 

that of manure piles. These can be unsanitary as well as 

,unsightly if not properly disposed of. There were not-many . 
manure piles reported. It has already been statea that 

the automobile has sO,thoroughly displaced the horses that 

garages have'largely displaced these. 

Amont' the negroes of Sections I a and III there were 

six places reported which have manure piles. Of these one is 

, 35 - It may be fairly taken to mean that the remaining 
families in each se9tion seldom have the ashes hauled. 
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disposed of once a week; another once a month, and another 

once a year. The three others were indefinitely reported up-

~<>n the question of frequency of disposal. At four plaoes 

the manure is scattered upon the garden belonging to the pre

mises, and at one place it is hauled away from the premises 

entirely. The disposal of the rem~ining one is not reported. 

Among the white people of Section I b there were four places 

reported as having manure piles. Three of these are hauled 

away at least four times , each year. The remaining one is 

scattered upon the garden. Among the white working people 

near the shoe factory only one manure pile was reported. 

There were no manure piles reported for Sections lV and V. 

The data indicate that this is not a wide spread menace in 
, 

the sections surveyed • 

. . 



CHAPTER X 

FIRE PROTECTION 

Fire Plugs 

The people of Columbia as far as the distribution of 

fire plugs is concerned, are well protected against disas~ ' 

trous fires. The fire chief states that the maximum length 

of hose c,arried upon the fire truck is about 1000 feet. 36 

, This is equivalent to a. little over three blocks in length. 

The figures in Table XXVI which show the distance of the 

houses from hydrants in th~ various sections, indicate that 

all are well within reach of fire plugs. 

Table XXVI 

Showing distance of houses from fire plugs. 

Section Distance .. 
tblk. Iblk. li-blk. 2blk • 2iblk. 0 -

I a ' . · · · 13 · · 12 · • 18 · • .19 • · 2 
I b • · · · 10 · · 9 • • 1 · • • 4 

II · • 7 3' • · .2 • III · · · · 51 · • 20 · · 16 · 5 · • 
IV · · · · 13 3 · · 1 · • · V · · · · 62 · · 8 · • · · · · • 

While the table presents the conditions within the 

surveyed area only, a study of the'map at the city building 

_ shows that fire plugs are placed over the city in such a man

ner that nearly all houses are within reach of water f~r fight

ing fire. There are a few houses scattered here and there far 

apart near the corporation line that are unprotected. They are 

hear the open cOl.i.ntry in parts that lLave not long been within 

36 - Statement from T. M. Walden, fire chief of Columbia. 
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the city limits. 

Supply of Water 

Six deep wells at the pumping station give the city 

access to a supply of water adequate to meet any emergency 

that may arise from fire. The concrete reservoir located at 

the pumping station has a capacity of one millIon gallons, 

which provides a reserve supply of water sufficient to meet 

any unusual demand, such as for a great fire. 

Fire Department 

There are four paid men in the fire department of 

Columbia, including the chief. These men are al ternately on 

duty at the city building nineteen and one half hours per day, 

but they are subject to call during their leisure time. , Tele~ 

phones are provided that they may be easily accessible. The 

apparatus consists of a truck driven by gasoline motor power 

and carries a combination apparatus consisting of hose, che~ 

ical apparatus, and ladders. There is needed an additional 

truck to be used in case of more than one fire occurring at 

the same time. The matter of additional equipment ' is re

ceiving very definite official consideration at the present 

time. The increase of fire fighting apparatus would, no 

doubt, considerably decrease insurance rates in the city. 

It has been recommended in official circles that the 

proposed new apparatus include a pumper. At present it is 

necessary in order to furnish a stream cf water sufficient for 

fighting a fire to increase the pressure of the pumps at the 
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pumping station. At times the pressure IS raised to as much 

as ninety pounds. This becomes disastrous to plumbing, which 
-

in many ·houses is unable to resist such a force. ~ater mains 

have been known to burst unaer the strain. A pumper drawing 

water from a fire plug could furnish a large stream of water 

while leaving the pres"sure in the mains normal. 

Fire Escapes 

The dominant type of residence in Columbia is the 

house built for one family. Of these almost all are of two 

storeys or less. The negro tenements found in Section III . 
are of one story .each. There is scarcely any menace to life, 

therefore, in case of fire in dwellings. The occupants of 

the Rosalind, Maryland, and DuJnas apartment houses, located 

in Section V, are well protected by fire escapes of iron con

struction,and they are conveniently located. 

-. 



C HAP T E R Xl 

FRE~i)OM FROM NUISANCES 

In a sense, Ulany of the abnormal conditions previous

ly presented in this thesis may be called nuisances. A nui

sance is the maintenance of anything which is, or should be, 

considered offensive to a neighborhood or community. Under 

the subject of nuisances there will be considered such things 

as junk heaps, rubbish piles, dirty streets and alleys, pri

vies. live stock and open sewers. 

Rubbish and Junk Piles 

The careless disposal ' of rubbish has already been 

discussed in Chapter IX. This referred principally to the 

accumulation of rubbish upon individual premises. Often 

alleys are littered with debris and rubbish. An example of 

this is an alley in 3ection I a short distance from the shoe 

factory. I t is just south of ".7ilkes Boulevard and lies be

tween Webster and Clay streets. This alley which has several 

negro families living in it, is extremely littered up with 

tin cans and various kinds of rubbish. Rubbish is thrown in 

streams, upon embankments, in fence corners, etc. Just west 

of the University a little off 3tewart Road a place is used 

for the disposal of all sorts of debris, and it is very un

sightly. The worst piles of rubbish found in this investiga

tion are two such on the banks of Flat Branch. One of them 

is about half way between the M. K. and T. station and ste

wart Road bridge. There is here a great accumulation of tin 
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cans, WIre, brick-bats, broken-up concrete, manure, etc. 

Near this is a number of houses in which negroes live. 

A very hideous pile of rubbish is found upon the 

west bank of Flat Branch about one hundred and fifty yards 

up the M. K. and T. from Stewart Road bridge. There are in 

this great mass of debris tin cans, scraps of tin and iron, 

wire, bottles, broken glass, rags, feathers, and worst of 

all, there are a great number of dead chickens. in all stages 

of decay upon the top of this pile. The remains of a small 

animal of some kind is distinguishable. A family lives with-
., 

in fifty feet of this nuisance. Evidently, it has not come 

to the attention of the board of health. 

There is great deal of junk as well as rubbish, scat

tered about in the blocks just west and south of the court 

house. The block west of the court house is notoriously 

hideous. Amid the ugly tenements and dilapidated buildings 

there is an unkempt appearance that is literally disgrace

ful to the city. In the alley running east and west through 

tLis block there are several families of ne~;roes living in a 

tenement and who must endure the presence of these unsightly 

surroundings. 

Two places where junk is piled deserve attention. 

There is a great accumulation of junk upon a vacant lot on 

Walnut Street opposite the court house. It is surrounded 

by bill boards, which do not succeed very well in hidirig·, , ~he 
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junk, which is exceedingly unsightly so close to the court 

house and business district. The other pile of junk is in 

P L ATE VIII 

Rubbish heap on bank of Flat Branch near 
Stewart Road bridge. 

a vacant lot on Fifth street not far from the University. 

It also is very unsightly, considering its proximaty to the 

University campus. 

Dirty streets and Alleys 

The streets which run through the negro sections of 

the city have an extremely neglected and dirty appearance. 

Already mention has been made of the way in which rubbish 

is thrown in to the stree ts. Adued to this are the aslles 

and the weeds seen in the streets of these sections. There 

is considerable contrast between Clay 3treet in Sec.tion I 

and Vniversity Avenue with its pavement and carefully trin~ed 

parkings. 

In connection with this discussion of the conditions 

of streets Table XXVII is presented to show the nUMber of fami-
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lies in each surveyed section living on paved, surfaced, and 

dirt streetso 

P L ATE IX 

A section of Rogers Street in front of Christian Col
lege campus. A neat appearance is presented. 

PLATE X 

A section of ·.~alnut Sti-eet between Second and Third 
3treets . Negro families live in the houses shown. 

Nearly every alley in Columbia is an "eye sore." They 

are usually dirty, for it is so tempting to throw ashes, manure 

and rubbish into them, and it is not considered a very serious 

matter. The al~eys in Section III, the west negro section, are 
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extremely bad. They are very much littered up and generally 

dirty. Added to this are the weather-beaten and dilapidated 
~ 

sheds which add to the ugliness of the surroundings. 

Table :CITI I 

Showing the nu~ber of families living on paved, sur

faced, and dirt streets. 

Section Paved Surfaced Dirt 
I a • · · • 6 • · • • • • • 2 · ·57 
I b · · 23 • • • • · 0 · • • 3 

II · • 0 · • · • • • • 0 • • • 22 
III • • • • o I. · • · • • • 0 • · • 99 

IV · · • · 15 · · · • · 3 · · • 0 
V · · • · 68 · · 0 · · · 3 

In several of these alleys are the homes of negro 

families. There are five negro families living in an alley 

in Section I. They speak ~f themselves as living in n~eb

ster Rear." This is probably an attempt to assume some lit

tle dignity in spite of their surroundings. The schedules 

show that there are nine negro families in 3ection III lilT.~;ng 

in alleys. This is 10.4% of the families reported for this 

item. North and west of the surveyed. section in this part of 

the city are found a number of alleys in which negro families 

have their homes. Usually in such cases there are houses 

facing the street upon the some lots. 

Privies 

Privies l~ve already been mentioned in a .previous 
,I 

cha.pter. They are,beyond a doubt, intolerable nuisances. 

Aside from the menace to health, their odor in the heat of 

the summer is very offensive. Most of the 84 privies in the 
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surveyed area are in a more or less dilapidated condition, 

and many of them are open beneath. Their offensiveness can 

be imagined. 

P L ATE XI 

A typical nuisance. A foul privy one biock west of 
the city building. 

Live Stock 

Among the negroes of the surveyed area 1.6% of the 

families keep horses, 1.6% keep cows, 5.2% keep hogs, and 

2.6% keep chickens. Among the white working people near the 

shoe factory 11.7~0 of the families keep horses, 11.7% keep 

cows, 5.8% keep pigs, and 47% keep chickens. Among the re

maining white people of Sections I b, IV and V 1.7% of the 

families keep horses. Of those who keep cows the ratio is .9% 

none keep pigs, while 10.9% keep chickens. 

These are a nuisance to the extent that manure is al

lowed to accumulate about premises without being removed at 

frequent intervals. Hogs are positively a nuisance, for the 

odor from pig pens is always extremely offensive. They should 
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not be tolerated within the city under any circumstances. 

Open Sewer 

An outstanding nuisance in Columbia is the open sewer 

known as Flat Branch and its tributary which flows by the gas 

works. There are several places in tIle nebro district of 

which Section III is a part, where this open sewer runs down 

the street in front of the houses. Such is the case on 

Switzler street, and for about two blocks on Third street 

between Broadway- and Park Avenue. In the other blocks it winds 

about back of the houses, cutting through the campus of the 

Fred Douglas School, passes under a grocery store on Broadway, 

and- finally finds its way to the M. K. and T. railroad where 

its banks become the dumping ground for rubbish. 

P L A T ~ :~II 

Open Sewer running down Ash street between Third 
and Fourth 3treets. 

This stream receives pollutions from all sorts of 

debris thrown into it, from privies which empty into it, and 
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From the stream wLich brings the refuse from the gas house . 

At the 'south point of Section I this little tributary strecm 

IS a\. perpetual nuisance to the negro f8.r.!ilies living near the 

t;abash station. The stream flows within a. few feet of their 

P L ATE XIII 

Open sewer flowihg past negro homes near corner of 
Ash ana Third Streets 

P L ATE XIV 
Open sewer flowing. back of nebro houses near ITabash 

Station. 

back doors with its slime and stench. Besides, it is a bit 

of scenery which catches the eyes of incoming visitors who get 
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an impression of it quite opposite to that of classic beauty. 

The nuisance of Flat Branch is possibly looked upon as of lit

tle concern because it flows by neero homes. If this is the 

case, so much the worse for Columbia's civic pride and her 

Rense of social obligation. 

PLATE XV 

Front view of a grocery store on Broadway near the 
M. K. and T. 3tation. 

P L ATE XVI 

Rear view of same store showing.Flat Branch, an open 
sewe~ running under it. 



C HAP T E R XII 

GENEP..AL REPAIR OF FHEMIS3S 

The state of general repair is judged by a number of 

items recorded upon Schedule I. ~hese are the conditions of 

porches, chimneys, roofs, paint, etc. :Vhat has been already 

said in Chapter V about cracks around doors and windows is 

included in this chapter as a part of the discussion of gen

eral repair. The condition of 'walks is also included. The 

conditions are presented in a series of tables. For purposes 

of comparison the tables a~e arranged to show the conditions 

separately for the two negro groups combined (Sections I a 

and III), the white working people near the shoe factory (Sec

tion II), and the remaining group of whites (Section I b, IV 

and V). 

Table L1VIII 

Showing in terms of per cent. the conditions of gen-
eral repair in Sections I a and III (negroes). 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent! 
~ood fair bad 

Porch. • · v3.9 · • • 36.3 · • · 29.8 
Back porch c)') 9 36.4 40.9 . ....,~. • •• • · · Chimney. . 58.1 · · · :::0.4 · · · 11.5 
Spouting. 41.9 · 25.9 "'c) 2 · · • · · ,)"'. 
Roof . • • 33.3 · • • 40.0 • · • 26.6 
Paint. · • 21.8 · • • 26.0 · · · 52.2 
Yard walk. 18.3 • · · 22.0 • · • 59.7 
3treet walk 33.6 • • • 6.3 · · • 60.1 
Flue . · · 71.5 · · • ltt.5 · · • 14.0 

37 - The classification of the conditions of repair into 
good fair and bad does not give exact measurement but the items 
tabuiated could not be reduced to nmnerical equivalents. 
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Table XXIX 

Showing in terms of per cent. the conditions of gen
eral, repair in Section II (white working people near shoe 
factory) • 

Per cent. 
rrood u 

Por.ch · · · .SO · Back porch. .40 • 
Chimney •. .90 • 
~outing .. .66.6 
Roof . • . . 61.9 
Paint • · · .71.3 
Yard walk · .42.S 
Street walk 100 
Flue • • • 100 

Per cent. 
fair 

.. . 10 · • 

· • 56 · · · • 10 · • .. · 6.6 · 23.8 • 
• • 19.0 • 
• • 9.5 · 
• • 0.0 • 
• • 0.0 · 
Table XXX 

• 
· 
• 

Per cent. 
bad 

.0.0 

.4.0 

.0.0 
• 26.S 
• 14.3 
• 9.7 
• 47.7 
• 0.0 
• 0.0 

. Showing in tenns of per cent. the conditions of gen-
eral repair in Sections IV and V (mixed residence and business 
and University). . 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
good fair bad 

Porch • · • • 93.0 · 5.0 . 2.0 
Back porch. · 80.6 · 9.3 · 0.0 
Chimney .. · 95.3 · · • 2.3 · · • 2.4 
Spouting . . · 90.4 · 0.0 · • • 9.6 
Roof. • . · · 90.0 · · • 7.5 · 2.5 
Paint · . · · SO.3 · · • 17.3. · • 2.4 
Yard walk · .100.0 · 0.0 · · • 0.0 
Street walk lCO.O · · · 0.0 · · • 0.0 
Flue · · · • 97.5 · · • 0.0 · · • 2.5 

The tables presented show the great variation In the 

condition of general repairs for the three groups selected 

for comparison. It will be observed that in the negro sec

tion the conditions of bad repair run from 11.5% to 60.1% for 

the different items enumerated. For the group of white work

ing people near the shoe factory bad condi Hom run from 4% 
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to 47.7%. The conditons of bad repair In the remaining white 

sections range from 2.4% to 9.6%. 
\ Another item in which the question of general repair 

IS involveu is tbe matter of cracks around doors and windows. 

Among the families of the negro groups 34.5% of the houses 

have cracks around the windows, and 52.6% have cracks around 

the doors. .Among the white working people near the . shoe fac

tory no house has cracks around the windows, 4.7% of the hous

es have cracks around the doors. For the remaining white sec

~ions the ratios for these two items are 8.3% and 9.4%, re

spectively. The variation toward bad conditions in the negro 

sections is shown by these figures. 

As for the number of places where window panes are 

missing among the negroes 32.3% of the homes have windows 

with panes missing; while among the white working people near 

the shoe factory no house was reported as having window panes 

missing. Among the remaining white people only 3.1% of the 

houses have panes missing. 

Another it em is that of leaky . roofs. Among the ne

groes 40.1% of the houses have roofs which allow water to leak 

through. Among the white working people only one house, or 

5.8% of the total number of houses reported,has a roof that 

allows water to enter. Among the remaining group of whites 

18.7% of the houses reported have roofs which leak. 

These latter items confirm the evidence sho\vn in the 

tables at the beginning of this chapter that bad conditions 
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of repair tend to characterize a far greater proportion of the 

homes among the negroes than among the whites, with the white 

working people near the shoe factory showing conditions not 

near~y so bad as among the negroes, nor nearly so good as 

among the remaining white people, who live in Sections I b, 

II, IV, and V. 

P L ATE XVII 

",There some people live. 

P 1 A T ~ XJIII 

Where other people live. 



C HAP T E R XIII 

HOUSING CODE 

In the previous chapters, the conditions of housing 

in Columbia have been presented as they are found in th~ typi

cal sections selected for investigation. There is a housing 

reform movement which is carrying on a very defini tepropa

ganda in the United States and the countries of Western Eu-
a ' 

rope. It has evolved a specialized form of social investiga-

tion for the purpose of scientifically dealing wi th the problem. 
, , 

There are two ways, principally, in which those carrying on 

this movement seek to bring about a solution of tLe housine ' 

,problem. These are the education of the public through various 

methods of social propaganda, and also through the enactment 

of housing codes ' as city ordinances or other forms of pub-

lic investigation. 

Housing Laws in Columbia$8 

The following list presents the requirements ln the 

ci ty ordinances of Columbia which deal wi th the 'condi ti ons 

of housing that l~ve been discussed in this thesis: 

A law requiring persons owning property on a 

street having water mains to install ci ty water for 

flushing closet, providing property is within 150 

feet of a sewer. 

38 - Revised Ordinances of Columbia, Hissouri, 1916. 
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A law requiring installation of water closets 

in houses which are within 150 feet of a sewer. In 

other places the owner to provide a closet as approved 

\by board of health. 

A temporary privy to be properly screened and 

maintained in a sanitary manner. 

Privies to be cleaned at expense of owners at 

times fixed by sanitary inspector. 

Sewers to be constructed in each district of the 

city when the majority of property owners resident in 

said district shall petition, or whenever city council 

shall determine. 

sewer. 

Private sewers to be controlleQ by the city. 

Gutters and priv.ies not to empty into city sewer. 

Each building to be separately connected with 

Plumbers to be licensed by city and under con

trol of ci ty engineer. 

Every closet, sink, bath tub, etc., to beeepa

rately trapped. 

Vent pipes to be of durable material and approved 

cons truct ion. 

Hous8hold~rs not to allow accumulation of gar

.bage on premises except in manner approved by city. 

All householders, tenants, hotels, boarding 

houses, etc., to provide covered cans of approved stan-
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dard for d~sposal of garbage, tin cans, broken glass, 

etc. 

Filth and garbage Dr rubbish not to be deposi ted 
\ 

on streets or in any alleys. 

Sanitary inspector to supervise the disposal of 

contents of privies, garbage, rubbish, manure, etc. 

None but licensed scavengers to be allowed to 

handle such refuse. 

Vehicles for such work to be approved by city 

ac'cording to sanitary requirements. 

Refuse not to be thrown into ponds, gullies, 
• 

drains, nor into any w~ll, spring, fountain,drinking 

place, or any body of water from which drinking water is 

taken. 

Animals not to be kept in unclean pens. 

Carcasses not tO,be kept undisposed for more than 

six hours in any private or public place. 

All buildings over two storeys in height to have 

fire extinguishers. 

Fire hydrants not to be obstructed in any manner. 

Hours for burning trash restricted. 

Depositing, keeping or storing of combustible 

material restricted. 

Law establishing fire limits. Certain structures 

prohibited in fire limits. 

Law prohibiting erection or maintenance of flues 
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considered unsafe bv ftrl'chief • .. 
Fire escapes of approved standard required' for 

dwellings three or more storeys in height39 • 
\ 

A l10del Housing Law40 . 

The following items of a model housing law serve as 

a contrast ' to the law~contained in the Columbia ordinances. 

The ite~s given furnish only the broader outlines of a 

housing ,code. 

, Light and Ventila tion 

1. Laws regulating the height of buildings and 

the percentage of the. lot space which they shall occupy, 

to protect occupants of such houses from poor lighting 

and ventilation. Inner courts to be regulated in size 

and manner of construction. 

2. Laws regulating lighting and ventilation of 

rooms by requiring minimum standards with reference to 

number and size of windows in rooms of all dwellings. 

Size of rooms also to be 'regula ted by minimum standards. 

3. laws requiring tha.t a.ccess to all roo~s, bed

rooms, water closets, etc., be arranged in such manner 

39 - This law compares favo~a?ly with, the regul~tions con
cerning fIre escapes In large CItIes w'here' the requIrements 
are rigid. 

40 - Aronovici, Carol, Housing Conditions in the City of 
st. Paul~~Tte ilousing Commissi90n of the St. Paul Association, 
pp. l03-iGO, St. Paul, Minn. 117. 
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that they can be entered without passing through a 

bedroom. 
\ 

4. Law requiring proper 'ventilation and lighting 

of all water closet compartments and bath rooms. Also 

the proper lighting of public halls in multiple buildings. 

Size of windows for stair halls to be regulated. 

5. Screens to be provided by owners to placed on 

windows between May 15 and October 15 of each year. 

Sanitation. 

1. Law forbidding persons to live in cellar or 

basement rooms. 

2. Law requiring water proofing and proper light

ing of cellars and basements. 

3. Law requiring running water and sink in each 

house or compartment. Also water closet placed and con

structed according to appro'val of proper sani tary author

ities. Required that ,there be one for each family. 

4. Law forbidding erection of multiple building 

on street where there is no water main or sewer. 

5. Plumbers and plumbing to be under control of 

sanitary authorities. 

Fire Protection. 

1. Law requiring houses over three storeys in 

height to be thoroughly fire proof. 

2. Law providing for standard equipment of fire 
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escapes and two or more ways agress, the former to be . 
applied to multiple dwellings three storeys or more in 

height, the latter to multiple dwellines of any size. 

3. Law requiring stairs to be constructed so 

that they s hall furnish easy ;necns of egress, and that 

stair-halls be properly lighted. Entrance halls, ele

vators, shafts, to conf?rm to certain regulations for 

fire protect ion. 

4. Law prohibiting the erection of wooden multiple 

dwellings more than two storeys in height. 

5. Law regulating fire walls in multiple dwellings 

Outside stand pipes required for buildings exceeding 

three storeys in height. 

Alterations. 

Laws prohibiting the alteration of existing 

builuings in such manner as to violate laws governing 

the erection of new buildi~gs. 

Maintenance. 

1. Law re·quiring o.wners of multiple dwellings to 

maintain proper light at night in. all public hallways. 

2. Law prohibiting water closets in cellars. 

water closets to be provided for existing buildings ac

cording to sanitary requi remen ts. Rooms in basements 

already existing before passage of law not to be occu

pied by persons for living or sleeping purposes. 

3. Law requiri~g floors around sinks and water 
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closets to be kept in good condition. 

4. law requiring buildings to be kept in good 

repair. 

5. Law regulating cisterns and wells where city 

water is not accessible • . 

6. Law requiring sanitary catch basins at houses 

located where there is no sewer accessible. 

7. Law requiring the maintenance of cleanliness 

about d\t'ellings. Old wall paper required to be removed 

when so ordered by health officer . . 
ImproverrJents. 

Laws under this head provide that dwellings ex

isting before passage of housing law mai be required to 

be standardized according. to certain approved standards 

of sanitation, etc. 

Bnilding Permits. 

A body of laws requiring persons desiring to 

build one or more dwellings to secure a permit from a 

ci ty officer who shall have regular jurisdiction in 

such matters. Alterations of certain kinds of buildings 

to be .also regulated. by official per21its. 

Violations and Penalties. 

Laws setting forth the penalties for the viola

tion of the laws mentioned above, and the pro'cedure to 

be taken in prosecuting cases. against violators. 



C HAP T E R XIV 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, SUGGESTIONS "· 

Sunnnary 

1. Crowdine of buildings on lots 

Number of families in houses on inside lots covering 
over 60% of lot: 

Negroes . 
1111 t.e people near 
RemainIng whites 

2. Crowding in house' 

22 
shoe factory 0 

1 

a. Average number of pe!sons per room: 

'Ne~oes 1.0 
WhItes near shoe factory .8 
Remaining whites · .5 

15.1% 
o of 

.8/0 

b. Proportion of nUrlber of families exceeding standard 
of It persons per room: 

Negroes 
WhItes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

21.3% 
0.0 
3.2% 

c. Proportion of number of families having mOre than 
one bed per bed room: 

Ne~oes 
WhItes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

• 26.6ct 
24 9{~ 

• f} 13.5/0 

d. Proportion of number of families who use sleeping 
rooms for lIving rooms: . 

ana. 

Negroes 
WnItes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites (not t 'iven) 

e. Proportion of number of families 
dining room combined. 

Ne~oes (section I a only) 
TItItes near shoe factory . 
Remaining whites 

who have kitchen 

79.5% 
58.0/~ 
0.0% 

41 - Not including student dormitories. 
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3. Privacy 

Proportion of number of families that have rooms which 
must be entered through other rooms. 

\ 

Ne~oes 
WhItes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

4. Lighting 

53.4~ 
50. Off.' 
ll.l~ 

a. Proportion of number of houses dark: 

Negroes 
7'lhI tes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

35.0% 
O.O~ 
O.O/~ 

b. 
lamps: 

Proportion of number of families using' kerosene 

Negroes 
Wlntes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

5. Ventilation 

. a. Proportion of number of houses not 
ventilation: 

. Ne~oes 
WhItes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites' 

' 01 95.010 

88.0% 
17.0% 

having ,cross 

14.0~ 
2.5/,0 
0.0% 

b. Proportion of number of families who sleep with 
windows closed: 

Ne~oes 
WIn tes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

c. Proportion of number of families having windows 
closed when investigator c~lled: 

NeG'roes 
WhItes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

69.0% 
45.5'y; 
3 r , 4tl .j. ,() 
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6. Heating 

a. Average amount of house heated: 

Ne~oes 
\~ltes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

7°·H5 44.6, 
71. % 

-b. Proportion of number of houses having cracks 
around aoors and windows: 

Negroes 
All whites 

Doors 
55.0%, 
10 40</ 

• ;0 

Windows 
40.6% 
6.8'% 

- c. Proportion of number of families having stoves: 

Negroes 
All whites 

92.3% 
39.8% 

7. Water supply 

Proportion of number of families having city water: 

Ne~oes 
7.111 tes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

54.6~ 
70.0,10 

100.0% 

Number of families having wells: 

Neg-roes 
Jhltes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

65 
9 

10 

8. Sanitary Conveniences 

a. Proportion of number of families having indoor 
la va tories: 

Ne~oes· 3.6% 
WhItes near shoe factory O.O~ 
Remaining whites 80.41" 

b. Proportion of number of families having privies: 

Ne~oes 89.0% ' 
WhItes near shoe factory 100.0% 
Remaining nhites 3.6% 
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c. Proportion of number of families having bath tubs: 

. NeSToes 
WhItes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

d. Proportion of number of families having sinks: 

Negroes 
All whites 

9. Sewage Connections 

3.2zb 
73.1% 

Proportion of number of houses on streets having sew
er connections: 

NeSToes 
WhItes near shoe factory 
Remaining whites 

10. Garbage, Sludge and Rubbish 

a. Manner of dispo'sing of garbage: 

aa. Negroes 

Back yard 
Burn 
Feed to animals 
Can, bucket or barrel 
Other means 

bb. Whites near shoe factory 

Back yard 
Burn 

cc. 

Feed. to animals 
Can, barrel or bucket 
Other means 

Remaining whites 

26.6~ 
21.6% 
35.4~ 
14.5~ 

.1/0 

41.1% 
11.6~ 
35.2~ 

O.Oa 
11.6~ 

Back yard 24e4i 
Burn . 24.40 
Feed to animals 15.0/0 
Can, barrel or bucket . 79.1% 

68.4% 
O.O~ 

95.8/0 

families 
It 

tt 

" 
II 

" 
" It 

It 

ft 

ft 

" 
tt 
-
ft 
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b. Manner of disposing of sludge: 

The negroes are represented by I a and III, the 
whites near shoe factory by II and the remaining whites 
bI I b'l IV and V. The percentages represent proportion 
of number of families. 

Sections Methods 

Sink 
Yard 
Bucket 
Street 
Feed 
Barrel 
Alley 
stream 
Privy 

I a &111 JL I b'M' V 3. 7% § .~J.g 95. 0 

75.Z~ 68.2~ , 3.9% 
2.~ 6.2~ 1.0% 
1.5,0 

.6.8% 12.4% 
3.0~ 
3.8% 
1.5~ 
1.5/'0 

c. Manner of disposing of rubbish: 

Place 
Yard 
Street 
Barrel or box 
Basement 
Shed. 
Other places 

73.6% 
4.8~ 

12.0% 
.8~ 

.• 8% 
7.2% . 

d. Manner of disposing of ashes: 

Back. yard 53.2~ 
Street l.~ 
Cinder walk 7.0% 
Driveway 2.1~ 
Basement 21.0% 
Barrel or box 2.!2~ 
Alley O.i~ 
Other means 2.1/0 

11. Fire protection 

62.0% 

24.8% 

6.2~ 
6.2% 

37.2~ 
24.81.' 

6.2% 
24.8% 
6.2% 

46.0~ 

33.0% 
15.0~ 
3.0/0 

4.0% 

79.3% 
22.6% 

·: 1.3~ 
1.3~ 

15.6lo 
2.6'% 
2.6% 

The statistics show tcat all families in the surveyed 

area are well within reach of a fire plug. 

12. Families living in alleys 

The data show that 9.3% of the negro families that live 

in the surveyed area live in houses located in alleys. 
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Conclusions 

1. Fortunately there is very little crowding together 

of dwel~ings in the city as judged by the schedules filled 

out in the surveyed area. Even 'among the negro families near

ly all the houses have sufficient lot space to prevent en

croachment upon the standard set up by model housing laws con

cerning this matter. All of the houses among the negroes 

are of the one and two stor~y type of cottage dwelling. Even 

the tenements found in Section III are each only one storJY 

in height. The vacant portions of the lots upon which the. 

houses of the white people 'near the shoe factory stand are 

unusually spacious. Among the remaining white people the 

houses are thoroughly free f~om crowding upon the lots. 

These conditions indicate that the crowding of dwellings up- . 

on one another is not a serious menace in Columbia at the 

present time. 

2. While conditions of indoor crowding are far less 

abnormal than they are in large cities where there are tene

ment districts, the data presented in previous chapters 

show that a great many negro families are compelled to occupy 

houses which are too small for normal and decent living con

di tions. Bed rooms are so arranged that the right of privacy, 

a matter of serious interest to social morality, is denied 

the occupants. 

3. There is very much disregard in the proper venti

lation of houses, especially in the negro sections. 
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4. A number of houses in the negro sections do not 

allow sufficient sunlight to enter, a condition unfavorable 
.. 

t,o health. 

5. The public health is menaced continually by the 

exis tence of a great number of surface wells, privies, -and 

rubbish heaps; by the careless disposal of garbage, sludge 

and rubbish upon or near · premises; and by the presence of 

open sewers flowing through thickly populated parts of the 

city. 

6. The sani tary regulations of the ci ty, such as ' 

they are, concerning these matters are grossly violated. . ~ . . 

... 

The ordinances regarding privies and the installation of w~

ter and sewer latterals and water closets are practically 

ignored. 

7. The city is well protected against ordinary cases 

of fire. The water supply is adequate, and nearly all houses 

can be reached with the fire hose. However, should two fires 

break out at the same time the fire de~artments wo~ld be 

handicapped by lack of apparatus to me~t such a situation. 

The investigatioll shows that few dwellings are of such a 

character as to require fire escapes. The flats in 3ection 

V, which are all three storeys in height, are provided with 

fire escapes ina manner approved according to the best stan

dards. The city ordinance dealing with fire escapes com

pares favorably with the standard requirements in the larger 
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. t· 42 Th . C1 1es. ' ere IS lacking a body of laws regulating the con-

struction of halls, stairways, firewalls, etc., for multiple 

dwellings where egress should be made as easy as possible.in 
\ 

case of fire. 

8. The houses of the negroes are, as a rule, in a bad 

state of repair. Many of them are shacks unfi t , for human habi

tation. T?e homes of the white working people : in the surveyed 

area appear very much better upon the schedule cards in regard 

to conditions of general repair, although they fall far below 

the conditions presented by the returns from the remaining 

white sections. In the University section 'conditions of re-. 
pair are, on the whole, very good. 

9. Those alleys in which the negro families live are 

in such condition that they are extremely undesirabl~ loca

tions for dwellings.! most hideous alley is found directly 

opposite the court house, and runs east and west between 

Sixth and Seventh streets. In this alley are two ·tenement 

houses, one of which is inhabited by negro families. In fact 

the general aspect of the entire block is such that should a 

stranger be visiting the city one would 'hesitate to take him 

through the court house for fear he might look out of the 

west windows. 

10. The city orQinances that deal with the various fac-

42 -The law for fire escapes measures very well wi tli one 
presented in the model housing law of Carol Aronovici for St. 

, Paul Minn. See "Housing Cor;di t ions in,., the City 0 f S~. ~aul", 
pp. 1111 l~*.Housing CO~~iss1on of the 0t. Paul Assoclat1on, 
St. Pau , li.lnn., 1917. 
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tors which d~efmine housing conditions are very inadequate. 

For example, there is in the ordinances of Columbia no law 

to regul(ate the construction of dwellings so that they shall 

conform to such sanitary requirements as good -lighting and 

ventilation. No city law restricts the size of buildings upon 

lots, or regulates the size of space between dwellings. The 

ordinances do not prevent halls and stairways from being poor

ly lighted. A toilet may be placed in any part of a dwelling 

from basement to attic, whether for use by owners or tenants 

in either single or multiple dwellings. And there is no law 

requiring owners of houses equipped with indoor toilets to 

have these toilets ventilated properly. 

11. The streets among the white people in the area sur-

'veyed are kept in good condition in most cases. The paved 

streets are confined to the sections occupied by the white peo

ple of Section I a, the mixed residence and business section 

(III), and to the University sectio~ (IV). The appearance of 

the pavements and parking on these streets is generally good. 

In the section occupied by the working people near the shoe 

factory the streets present a reasonably good appearance. In 

the negro sections the streets are rlostly neither paved nor 

surfaced in any way. They are generally neglected and dirty. 

12. The arrangement of the data shows the wide variation 

of housing conditions among three groups, viz., the negroes, 

the white working people near the sh~e factory, and the white 

people of Sections I b, IV and V, who belong mostly to the bus~

ness, professional or s'tudent class. Among the negroes the con-
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ditions are, on the whole, very bad. There is probably too 

much of the idea that "anything is good enough for a nigger." 

A.'":1onG tIte white people near the shoe factory the conditions 

are generally far better than among the negroes, but they 

are very far below the conditio~s prevailing among the remain

der of the white people of the surveyed area. In the Universi

ty section there are districts, such as Hitt Street and Rose

mary Lane, where the housing conditions are subject to very 

little ' criticism according to the best standards of proper 

housing conditions. 

Suggestio~s 

1. That an ordinance be enacted regulating the con-

. struction of dwellings to conform to principles of good light

ing, ventilation, privacy, fire protection, etc. 

2. That a more thorough control be exercised over the 

handling of garbage, rubbish, junk, the cleaning of privies, 

scavenger wagons, etc. Also there should b~ a law forbidding 

dump heaps inside the city. 

3~ That the ge'neral extension of water mains and sewer 

service to dwellings now wi thout i ~ be carYi,ed out • . 

4. That the problem of the Flat Branch nuisance be 

taken up for solution. 

5. That owners of dwellings be made to keep them in 

good repair. 

6. That a housing code be accepted which shall be ads

quate to control the general housing conditions more thoroughly. 

7. That a propaganda be carried on to educate the pub-
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lic with reference to actual housing conditions in Columbia, upon 

what is being done in other cities to remedy abnormal conditions 

and to urge that the abnormal conditions in Columbia should be 

eliminated. 
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